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~us says looll on U.e •ri~tbt
s1de--the chill yoa get frem
your CIPS bill is free.

Electric bills
may shock
some people
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This is a reproduction of the form wbicb will be 118ed ill registerillg men for tbe draft.

~~~!t registration set to start Monday
regu~ter w1th. tbe Selective Against Registration and the
. f
Se_rv1ce IS f1ve years lm- Draft, said the group would
r
re~stration or ?»-year- pritlonmeDt and a $10 000 fine
.,...,._, tbe repatration from 11
~ttiu ;·~~ton Mbeondafay anded
Car_la Olkoski, 'district a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday at tbe
n y
. oU~
exanuner for the Carbondale post off"tee. <;ARD will also
the week after by regiStration Post Office, said post office out leaflets there for the
for 19-year-old m~ at the employees will be unable to two weeks.
·
Carbondale Post Off1ce near the answer any questions about
.
.
University Mall.
registration other than those
~ ~t offi~ .IS ~y mAll 19-and ~year-olds are questions pertaining on how to vohed wtth distr!buting the
required to register or face fill out the ,orms.
forms a~ forwa~ng them to
Vickie
Rightmyre,
a the Selective Servtce.
poss.ible prosecution. The
maxtmum penalty for failure to spokesperson for the Coalition
The registration forms ask
date of birth, gender, Social
Security number, current and
permanent address, full name
and phone number. There is

Staff Writer
D aft
.

A tornado's cominf! -hide or seek?
When the sky turns eerie green and the warning sirens blast,
what do you d()-5tand there and watch, or run? Local weather
::~~:~t!~~~ndorti:::re and how to seek shelter during
-Paget

Is there any relief in :;ight
from
the
heat
wave
smothering Southern Olinois'?
Weather experts give their
opinions on the cause or the
continually
high
temperatures that have affected
everything from TVs to com.
-Page 5

ArP temf'Prs as hot flS ti1P U'Ptlther?
Do tempers narl' with the rising heat" A child abuse expert
says yes. but some psychologists say that when thP. mercury

rises too far. "it"s JUSt too hot to fight.··

-Page 7

--weekend weather---Forecasts call for mostly swmy skies. continued hot and
humtd conditions with a chance of afternoon and evening
showers Sunday. Temperatures will range from highs near llO
durmg the day to lows in the upper 70s at mght.

Central Illinois Public Service
customers depending on air
conditioning to beat the heat
may _be in for an unpleasant
surprtse when their electricity
bills arrive.
"Customers should prepare
for a shock,'' said Allen Booten
public affairs represeutative
with CIPS's Southern Division.
As for estimating just how
much of an increase over
previous bills customers can
expect, Booten said "there are
just too many variables" involved to speculate. However,
he added that "someone is using
a Jot of of electricity" and in~.~~b:~ntW~!.l probably be
Booten said demand for
electricity reached an all-time
summer peak Tuesday of mme
than 1.9 million ltilowatt hours
up from the record l.S milli..;
kilowatt hour peak of July 18.
1974. Last year's consumption
peaked at 1.1 millioo kilowatt
hours on August 9.

Just t.w many days al abowe
too-degree eemperatures lfiU be
iDcluded ia the latest CIFS bill
~registering eaa ched: if wiU van with lacatian, arthey want to be contacted by an cordin&
to Fred Davis.
armed forces recruiter.
supervisor al the CIPS CarGarland Booifant, a Selective bondale off"l('e.
Service spokespersoo. said that
Monthly billing is divided into

also a box on the form the

=
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By Dave Powers
Staff Writer

following registration, letters
will be sent to those who
registered to verify Ltte infonnation in forms.
Bonifant said a reply to the
letters is not required unless the
letter contains incorrect information. The l-etters will be
sent within 90 days of
registration.

20 cycles, established by
geographical location usually
based on 30-days of service.
Davis said that all customers,
. except those included in the
first five or six billint cycles,
will see the heat wave reflected
in this month's bills.
Those customers who thought
IConllnued on Page Zl

WT AO radio station withdraws
from Saluki Sports Action Network
By Michael Monson
Staff Writer

Radio station WTAO of
Murphysboro has "resigned
from any participation" in the
Saluki Sports Action Network,
station general manager Bill
Varecba said Wednesday.
The move leaves the SSAN
without a radio station in the
Carbond&le area to broadcast
Saluki sports-a violation of
University
contract
specifications.
"The
University's
bid
specifications clearly state that
there must be a station with a
grade A signal broadcasting in
Carbondale." George Mace.
vice president for university
relations. said. "We expect the
sucessful·bidder to provide such
an outlet."
A class A radio signal is the
strongest class&fication
available and is used in a major
:-;ized market. Paul Williams, au
engineer
at
WEBQ
in
Harrisburg. said.
Mackie 1\icholes, owner of
WEBQ and spokesman for
SSA::'Ii. declined comment on the
new developments. except to
say that he was compl>?tely
unaware of WTAO's with·
drawal. In a letter published in
the Southern lllinoisan on June

25, Nicholes listed varecha as

one of the five partners in the
network.
Varecha said he decided to
withdraw from the network on
Tuesday. but he wouldn't give a
reason for the decison.
"There are a lot of reasor.s.
but I don't want to thMw any
It"s
stones." Varecha said.
just my belief that broadcasting
Saluki sports would not be
beneficial to our station."
On Wednesday morning.
Varecha appeared 011 a talk
show on Y."T AO callet' "On The
Air" with the show's hosts.
Tony Esposito and Tim Cawley.
and asked for audience feedback about having WTAO
broadcast SIU.C men's football
and basketball games The
reaction
was
uniformly
negative.
·•uve" Earl Jive. a disc
jockey and program director at
;!-,.; station. said that the call-in
program "reinforced doubts we
were already ha~:ing about
joining the network."
The withdraw! of \\"TAO is yet
another blow to the nedgling
SS.o\N. The uetwork was
awart!ed exclusive SIU·C
broa1lcast1ng rights on June 25
after submitting a bid of $30.000

for the next two vears. WINI in
Murphysboro, the only other
bidder. offered $23,500 in cash
and $7,000 in advertising
credits.
Wli'il general mallilger Dale
Adkins appealed the University's decision June 26 under
state bidding and procurement
procedures. The appeal was
heard Tuesday by SIU.C's chief
business officer Robert Gentry.
He said h~ will make a final
ruling on WINI's appeal July 22.
Mace has said several times
that no contract will be signed
until Gentry makes his decision.
!\lace said Thursday that the
delay is hurting SSA~.
"I met with several people
associated with the network
Wednesday night and they are

:~t~~~~ ~:!~li ~:r~~ ~

only seven weeks away and the
owners are having real trouble
lining up advertising. That will
probably contmue until we sign
a contract.''
A potential solution to the loss
of WTAO would be fo:- radio
station WSIU-F:\1 to carry the
games. t:nder University
contract specifications. SSA:"l
must provide tht! University
with a free feed of all Saluki
IContinued on Page> !l

u;c seis· two· meetin'gs
for athletics discussion
By Jacqlli K08zc:ruk
S&aff Writer

Intercollegiate
Athletics
CGmmittee members plan next
week to listen to anyone who
wants to offer suggestions for
itrproving intercollegiate
athletics fund raisers, atteodance, and even for the

program's image.
Tuesday is the £irst day
schedulec:! that the committee
..,m boid thE public discussions
of athletics. said Chairperson
Shirley Friend. and more
meetings will follow if the first
is successful.
In order to accommodate
people affiliated with the
University as well a~ <.~thers who
live and work off campus, the
committee planned two sessions
for Tuesday. Friend said. One
will be at the Student Cent~r·s
Ulinois Room at 2 p.m. and the
otherisplannedfor7p.m. at th.~
Carbondale Savings and L'lBn
office, 500 W. MainS~.
The success of the first
meeting will be judged by the
number of people A-ho participate, Friend. associate
professor in Comprehensive
Planning and Design. said.
Before scheduling more
sessions "we want to see the
results of the first one." she
said, althotw_,h adding that the
committee 'has talked about
doing it again in the fall when
tbe regular student body is
back."
Sbe said the committee
wanted to have at least one
meeting during the summer
before tbe fall sports season
starts. "U we_ get some good
ideas, tbey might be useful for
tbe beginning of fall semester."
Suggestions and statements
sbouid be presented in writing,
Jonend said, and participants
will eacb have 10 minutes to
explain tbeir proposals and
respond to questions.
Tbe idea, Friend said. is to

solicit constructive suggestions
that relate to increasing . attendance at athletic events,
incn;asing funding, . and improVlng the program s Image.
The committee will stu.fy
results of the discussions July 25
at its scheduled meeting.
"Depending on what the
responses are. the next thing we
h:tve to decide is who can implement a suggestion." Friend
said. She speculated that most
suggestions would not be ones
the lAC could act on. but said
that the committee could pass
them on to others.
For example, some ideas
might entail mvolvement from
outside the University, Friend
said.
"When I was in Evansville
attending a basketball game
last year. I stopped at a
restaurant and learned that the
restaurant had a bus that took
people to the arena free of
charge. A whole busload of
people got a free ride to the
game. and it helped the
restaurant out too.
··But that is not something the
University could do. but it's
something that might be
arranged with a business or a
group of businesses in town,"
she said.
The lAC first explored the
idea of gathering suggestions
from the public at one of its
meetings last spring. The
proposal gained momentum
after people responded to a
newspaper account of the
meet~::g with advice, Friend
said.
Early this summer an lAC
subcommittee went to work

~r:a~bngv~ O::~,J· J~l~

sessions at its last meeting July
11

More information is available
through any lAC member.
Friend said.

S&aff Photo by Bn!llt Cramer

CIPS spokesmen say their customers can exped an increase iD bills due to the beat wave.

CIPS: Bills may be shockin{Z
!Coatinut'd from Page I l
bills would be lower due to
power outages caused by the
storms whic-h ravaged Southern
Illinois. Will also be surprised.
Davis said.
Although under normal
circumstances power outages
would mean lower bills, Davis
said that because of the continued above-average ternperatures, appliances such as
hot water heaters, air conditioners. refrigerators and
freezers were forced to work
overtime just to recoup. After
power was restored. consumption was enormous, he
said.
Eooten
suggested
that
customers who want to keep

tabs on their electricity use can
pick up a pamphlet at any CIPS
office which explains how to
read their electric meter. By
checking the end~f-billing date
on the previous month's bill.
customers can monitor their
electric use and have an idea of
when they need to cut back, he
said.
Electricity is usually 4:1.•
cents per killowatt hour. but a 1
cent summer differential and a
fuel-clause adjustment boosted
summer rates to 63.. cents per
killowatt hour. The fuel clause
adjustment allows CIPS to
recoup a portion of the increasing cost of coal used to
generate electricity, Booten
said.

Booten said that CIPS should
have no problem meeting the
increased demand for electricity brought on by the intense
heat.
However. he said that should
the heat continue there could be
some temporary outages due to
wE'ak pomts in the system
Consumers can reduce their
bills with a few common sense
moves. Booten said. such as
turning their thermostats up to
78 degrees, keeping curtains
and shades closed to block out
the sun, keeping the outside of
air conditioners shaded and
delaying the use of major appliances during the peak consumption period before sunset.

WT AO leaves sports network
IContinut'd from Page 11
broadcasts. The 50.000 watt
WSIU station would meet the
University's radio signal
standards.
According to Eugene Dybvig.
chairman of SIU-C's Radi&-TV
Department. no such plans have

"We ha,·e made no decision of and a lot of arrangements would
any kind. In fact. we have not have to be made in the next
even talked with WEBQ." he seven weeks." Dybvig said. "As
said. "We feel it is not useful to a public station. we would have
talk to them until after the to figure a way to filter out
appeal.
"WSIU has never taken a feed \'iEBQ's commercials and this
from another source. however. presents problems."
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Happy Hour Seven Days a Week
RED LIPS 254 1-8PM
Drafts
KISS MY BLUES AWAY 704 Speedrails
$1.50 Pitchers
THIS WEEKEND ON THE BIG SCREEN

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

ROBERTO DURAN/
SUGAR RAY
LEONARD
FIGHT
ALSO: WE[KEND BASEBALL

CHICAGO CUBS

vs.

N DIEGO PADRES

·1trd:ges·entences man
to work with Synergy

·CaMpUs bf'f{ins• ' '

roolinp after air
conclitioners frxed
Air conditioning was restored
Thursday morning to those
parts of campus affected by
Wednesday's breakdown of a
refrigeration plant under the
Communications
Building,
according to Clarence G.
Dougherty. vice president for
campus services.
The plant is one of two which
provide air conditioning by
making chilled water from
steam and pumping it through a
system of pipes c<'nnecting 16
buildings on the "cooling loop."
In order to reduce the strain
on the remaining plant in
Neckers Hall, air was cut off to
the Recreation Building, Anthony
Hall,
General
Classrooms. the Allyn Building,
Lawson Hall. the Communications Building and all
but Section C of Faner Hall. The
Student Center also reduced its
air conditioning by about 50
percent.

Bep .l·our pardon

By Diana t'enner
prisonment for the burglary
Stalf Wri~r
charge and five years for the
A CarbondalP man got a theft charge.
second chance in court ThurBoth the prosecuting atsday-Jackson County Judge
State's
Attorney
Richard Richman agreed to torney.
William
Schwartz. and the
commit Russel Hughes. Xl, to a
drug counseling_ center rather defense attornev, Assistant
than having him prosecuted for Public Defender Michael Baird.
agreed to the settlement.
burglary and theft charges.
Also at the courthouse
Hughes will work with
Synergv. a Carbondale drug Thursday, a man pleaded not
guilty
to a rape charge. Noudan
counseling agency licensed by
the lllinois Dangerous Drug Phommathirath, who is from
and
speaks only Laotian.
Laos
Commission, for two years to
overcome his drug-related answered the charge through an
interpreter.
problems. If he completes the
program successfully. the
Florence E. Blvthe of Carcharges will be dismissed.
bondale, also indicted by the
However, if Hughes violates grand jury. pleaded not guilty to
the law or becomes involv~ in
drug trafficking during that ~us~:J~ \\t!W~~heBt~':::~. h~~
time, the states' attorneys of- May 24 She pleaded riot guilty
fice can reopen the• case and to the aggravated battery
prosecute Hughes on the charge and to a charge that she
original charges. He would then subsequently obstructed justice
be subject tl a bench trial and by concealing the handgun she
face up to seven years im- allegedly used in the shooting.

The Daily Egyptian incorrectly identified Bernard
Lewis Jr. as the recreation
director of Touch of Nature
Environmental Center in a
news story Thursday.
Lewis actually served as the
recreation director for the
Illinois Young Adults Conservation Corps, which leases a
camp at Touch of Nature.

the l:mvenuty
Editorial and bustnt'SS ufftce 1s
located
1n
CommuniCations
Bu!ldmg. North Wmg. Phone :>:163311 VPrnon A Stone. fiscal officer
Subscrtptlon rates an' Sl!l so per
yt>ar or SI0 for SIX months in
Jackson and surroundtfll! counttes
$27

SOperyearorS14 forstx

DETROIT CAPI -Gerald R. Ford sought a role as a deputy
president as the. price Ronald Reagan would have to pay to bring
the former pres1dent onto the Republican ticket, a source close to
Reagan said Thursday.
The source also said that Ford, in private conversations with
Reagan on Wednesday, brought up the name of former Secretary
of State Henry A. K1ssinger in the context of a discussion about "a
specific example of the kinds of people" who might be considered
for tbe secretary's job. But he said Ford did not require the return
of Kissinger. with whose policies Reagan disagrees.
The Reagan source, who asked anonymity, said the role Ford
envisioned as Reagan's vice president would have been one ol
coordinatinll the work of the NSC and bud2et office.
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SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
Kenwoocl2 Heacl
ea...tteDeck

or

Moclel KX-550

Spinach Sala~

·~A:,
~ ~~_' -

including a small soft drank

~j ·~·
-

~ $1.99 ~~:.";,:.~~.;

DETROIT I AP •-Republican presidential nominee Ronald
Reagan and George Bw.h. his ~o. 2 man. began their campaign
together on Thursday. agreeing that the unique and futile efforts to
make former President Gerald Ford the vice prestdential nominee
will not damage the ticket.
Reagan also told President Carter in a telephone call that be
looked forward to debating Carter in the fall. Carter had called to
congratulate the Republican nominee
Bush's confirmation as the GOP vice presidential nominee is
virtually guaranteed. The only possible hitch was a threat earlier
by Sen. Jesse Helms to place his o.m name into nomination as a
protest to Bush being the nominee.

KEN\NOOD

Chef Salad

only

months

w1th1n thl' t.:ruteli States and Wl per
year or S25 for SIX months ID aU
foretiiJl countnet

LUNCH SPECIAL

•-

Reapan, Bu~h bepin joint ccJm paipn inp

Ford soupht role as deput_l· president

(USPS 169-2201

Pubhsllf'dda1IY m theJourm:hsm
and Egypt1an Laboratory. except
Saturday. Sunday. l:mverslly
vacations and holidays by Southem
rtltnots
limverslly.
Commumcations Bwkhng_ Carbondale.
ill 6290t Second class pmtage pa1d
at Carbondale. Jlhnois
Ed1tortal pohctes of the Oa1ly
El!:)ptian are the respons1b11ity of
thl' editors. Statements PUI>hshed
do not reflect opinions of the admlrustrauon or any dl'partment of

LA PAZ. Bolivia tAP1-Armed civilian ··nationalists." trying to
head off the election of a leftist as Bohvi?.'s pres1dent seized the
Government Palace in this two-mile high c~pital and took interim
President Lidia Gueiler and her top aides cartive
The rebels. who a~ar to have substanlla military backing,
announced they were resisting a "communist assault" on this
South American country. which has averaged about one coup a
year since it gained its independence from Spain in 1825.
A complete military takeover would haft a two-year effort to
restore civiliar. democracy to the land. The military ruled the
country from 1966 to 1978.
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C£ditot1al
Please, Governor,
sign the Davies bill
The day of reckoning for Davies Gym is approaching rapidly.
Sooo, Gov. Thompson will be making a decision on whether to sign
or veto the bill which would provide funds to renovate the 55-year-

old structure.
Sources who would be affected bv the d<>cision. such as Women's
Athletics Director Charlotte Wes( believe the bill '\\ill be vetoed.
This would mean that. for the fourth coosec,ttive year. legislation
providing for Davies Gym funding will have been quashed.
Hopefully. that scenario never will unfold If Slt:-C is to be
considered a first-class institution. it needs first-class facilities.
and Davies. in its present conditiOn. is far from being first-class.
Most lugh schools in Illinois have b:" 'ter athletic:; facililles.
It wasn't that a renovated Davies probably would strengthen
Women's Intercollegiate Athlellcs talthough. as a matter of
fact. it would. 1 The first concern in the use of any facility should be
safety. and the ancient gymnasium. which never has been
renovated. is unsafe.
The building needs new plumbing. painting and lighting.
DaVIes· faulty electrical wiring constitutes a fire hl>zard and must
be completely replaced Last spring. the wooden floor in the gym
buclued. constituting another safety problem.
Other structural changes are needed. Faculty offices need an
overhaul. and locker rooms for visiting teams are inadequate. New
acoustical treatment IS needed. and an elevator must~ installed
to provide access to handicapped students. It is rum.ored that hot
and cdd water w11l not run at the same time in the building, and
that electric typewriters in the women's athletics offices will not
run while the copymg machine is on.
These inconvemences and safetv hazards must be taken care of.
Others besides women's varsity athletes use Davies. Many of the
Physical Education Department's classes are held in Davies Gym,
and inadequate facilities will stand in the way of a quality
education for P E. students. Many intramurals activities also take
place m the gym.
Considering the large number of students and faculty us\ng
Davies. the building's safety is a must. It's not an exaggerati('n to
say that every time someone enters the gym. he is risking life and
limb.
Renovation legislation was passed by the Illinois HOUS2 for fiscal
year 1980. but it failed to pass the ~ate. Thompson vetoed Davies
bills in 1977. 1978 and 1979. The bill currently on the docket. which
was sponsored by Rep. Bruce Richmond of Murphysboro, is a
special appropriation calling for $3.35 million.
Earlier tlus year. Davies Gym was ranked 15th on a priority list
given to the go\·ernor by the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
but no action wa~ taken. It is interesting to note that action was
taken on several projects ranked lower. such as Northern Illinois
l'mversity's School of Law.
If Dav1es Gym tsn't a high-prionty 1tem on Gov. Thompson's list
now. it should be. Hopefully. the predictions of doom won't come
true and the governor will sign the bill.
And if he doesn't. the students and facultv of SIU-C should send
him an invitation to ";sit the gymnasium lumself. Perhaps a
guided tour would give Thompson an idea of just how bad the
situation is. That's a tour we hope he never will ha\·e to take.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Modern autos are pieces ofjunk
Camp~ll
Camp~ll ('artoon

By Bill

~rvicf!

A friend of mine was telling
me the other day that the
average American trades
cars every two years and
seven months. I don't know if
that's true. but since most
car payment schedules are
set up for three years. it
probably ts. Fat payment
books are as American as
baseball and John Wayne
movies. It is unpatriotic to be
free of debt.
Anyway. if what my friend
says is correct. I should now
be on my ninth automobile
since I acquired my first car
when I was 16 years old.
Thinking back, I can
remember owning at least 18.
Considering there was about
a three-year period when I
owned no vehides at all. I
h.we apparently owned more
than double my share of cars
I have owned big cars and
compacts. convertibles and
p1ckup
trucks.
My
automotive stable has included sluning new vehicles
and rusty old clunkers pas:.~
f!'om
generation
to
generation. I had a 1953
model Ford for more than six
years. the longest I ever
owned one car. I owned a 1941
Packard for less than two

davs It was stolen and in
spite of the best efforts of the
local police department and
the county sheriff it was
never recovered. It was most
likely taken by professionals.
I was told. There's a big
demand for '41 Packards
among professional car
thieves. I guess.
The oldest car I ever owned
was a 1929 Model A Ford. It
was also the best car I ever
owned. It was still runninR
fine at age 32 when I sold 1t
for $50.
I've purchased five new
cars in my life from most of
the major American car
companies. They were all
jur.k. 1 also owned a
Ja~nese import-also junk.
Considering that some of
my earlier cars w':re
relatively inexpensive, I
figure I have spent about
S4ll.OOO in purchase price.
sale. taxes and interest on
the cars I have owned. Costs
for gasolir>e and maintenance
I can "t even begin to
estimate.
It seems to me that the ('~!'"s
I owned 20 ye!lrs li!!:O were
more sound than those I've
been buymg in recent years.
And when they did require
maintenance. the mechanics
back then were able to make

the necessary repairs. The
automobile mechamcs of
yesteryear worked alone or
in pairs in quaint wooden
buildings and possessed a
thorough understanding of
the internal combu:.<ion
engine. Today's mechanics
are found mosUy in her-is in
large gleaming service
departments. The majority
of them appear to be 16 years
old and baffled at what they
find under the hood of your
car.
La•.er, when you go back to
the Strvice department to get
your car, they will have
replaced the catatatonic
complatable and two remote
quatamizers for S1Hl.83. The
car runs perfectly for two
blocks and dies. and when
you walk back to the service
department and describe
what happened it was
somehow your fault.
It's not entireiy the fault of
inept mechanics, of course
Model A's and Packards did
not have complatables.
quatamizers and bypaks.
Today's cars probably
contain 10.000 more moving
parts than my first auto.
That's 10.000 more things to
break, and most of them will
before the car is two years
and seven months old.

5/U-C students
drink little wine
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\
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For about 30 years. the Crab
Orchard Spillway has been a
free haven for students to sun
themselves and cool off. In
spring. it io;. the best fishing hole
in all of Southern Illinois. But
now. thanks to a greedy
management. there is a concentration camp-style chainlink fence and oo parking signs.
Like always. management has
tried to blame it all on students.
but many of us who have Jived
here for awhile know that if they
could figure a way to charge
admission. it would be opened
today.
The reasons for closing it are
ridiculous. The spillway rocks
are no more dangerous than
Giant City or L1tUe Grand
Canyon. People have died from
falls at Giant City and Mae
Smith. b•~t they have not closed
them. s<. why the spillway" As
for vaadalism. for the number
of people using the spillway. it
was verv low.
The exi:use that students were
not in compliance with me

posted rules IS also ridiculous.
It amuses me to read about
The rules about swimming were
never enforced: The only rule ~~d~~r~~~~ li~~r !d~~
the rangers ever cared about will be deprived of wine during
was to keep people from Halloween. Based upon data
parking their cars on the uncut collected by the Alcohol
grass
Education Project. wine is the
spirit drunk least often by
I am sure that if a person students.
drowned at the pay beach down
More specifically. 93 percent
the road. th<.!y would oot close it of SIU-C students consume an
permanently. The management average of 412 drinks per week.
there is so greedy that I am Forty~ight percent drink beer,
surprised they have not leased 31 percent hard liquor, and 21
the spillway to CIPS to build a percent wine. With the change
nuclear plant.
in legal drinking age. hard
If you agree that the spillway liquor use has increased.
should be reopened. it is time to
As for the adults wanting
become outraged. It is an
wines, it seems
election year. so write your dmner
reasonablt
to ask them to do
congressman and Washington. some advance
planning and
purchasing.
If people are aware
and tell them to investigate the
clc.sing and audit the Crab of the proposed ban, they can
urchard Refuge's books. It is modify their last-minute buying
about time the students get the habits.
The liquor dealers could be
same respect as the ducks do at
the Crab Orchard :\ational creating problems that may not
Wildlife Refuge.-David Dost. appear -~an.:y Logan. :\lcohol
(iraduate Student and .\lumnus t:ducation Program

~~~G~~~cu.s~~~~~~~
Nobody's sure what irked Ma Nature
By Carol Knowles
Staff Writt!r
Mother Nature has been
raising cain in Southern Illinois
for the past few weeks. and
most people have just one
question to as•.: What have we
done to deserve this misery'?
Speculations ranging from
Mount St. Helens to evil spirits

have been mil<:le on tbe cause of
the weather. but according to
B1ll Work of the National
Weather Service in St. Louis,
none of them can be proven.
"There hasn't been enough
I'P.St'arch done to prove that
Mount St. Helens is responsible
for any of tbe unusual weather
we have been having," Work

said. "Any shift in the weather
trends we arP. having is only
temporary."
Regardless of the reasons. the
hot weather is here and seems
to be affecting everything
around us.
Economic losses are climbing
with the temperatures across
the Mid\1-·est. According to the

Associated Press. estimates of
damage to crops. livestock and
poultry already top $2 billion.
Ranchers are sending cattle to
market and thinning herds
because grass has dried up
Poultry and t•gg producers are
watching thou;ands of birds die.
and the ones th~t do survive lav
fewer eggs.
·

Officials say the com1ng
weeks are crucial to corn and
soybean crops. "Depending on
the weather. we could have
either tremendous vields or a
disaster." said Dick' Bernard. a
soybean specialist from the t: .S
Department of Agriculture in
llhn01s.
Locallv
William Lewis
director' of the fisherie~
research Jab at Sll"-C said If the
hot weather keeps up much
longer. the fish will be m for a
lot of trouble
"'There has been a major kill
m the B1g ~Iuddy River that I!>
partiallv due to the hot
weather:·· Lew1s sa1d "But
there have bP<:n no major pond
fish kills s J far."
The weather is also causing
havoc with atr waves People
w1th cable televtsion are gettmg
more for their money by bemg
able to tune into stations from
as far as 600 miles awav. L"nfortunateh·. the weather Is also
causing interference with local
station transmissions.
Warren
Bottorff.
ch1ef
engineer for KFVS-TV in Cape
Girardeau. said that sun spot
activity is at its height and that
the heat is not helping the interference problem.
"A woman called after our
Monday telecast and said she
was from Hampton. Mich. and

W>!ntecl me to know that my

~~i~~:~~=~Yc~~

get the local station 20 miles
from her house." Bottorff saJd.
Glen Monday. manager of

Marion-Carbondale
Cablevision. said that his
company was also having
problems because of the heat.
"A larger problerr. than
transmission for us is Lle fact
that our men are exhausted ...
~tonday said. "Since the storm
on June 28, our men have been
working 10 to 16 hours a day.
seven davs a week ...
But Cablevision workers are
not the only people sensitive to
the present weather condition.
The continum~ hot weather has
tl'ontim•t'd on Pagf' lll

Weather eooditifAIS this summer have rangt'd from blistt!ring high temperatures to severe and damaging tomados.

This su1t1111er's 'folklore forecasts' slightly wrong
By Andy Strang
Staff Writt!r
Many "unscientific" methods
have been developed to predict
the weather. but this year the
weather folklore has proven
wrong more oiten than not.
The 1980 Farmer's Almanac,
for example, predicted the
averagetemperatureforJuly to
bt 79 deJlrees. It also predicted
rail: for the fifth through the
eighth and rain for the end of
this past week.
But then, "The almanac·
writer makes the almanac. but
God makes the weather." states
a Danish proverb.
According to another old tale.
tbe first three da~ of any
season will determine the
~~o·eather for the remainder of
that season. In Southern
Illinois. the first three days of
this summer had temperature
highs ranging from 83 to 94
degrees.
Another saying. that may be
checked this weekend. predicts
·~!ten the sunset is clear on
fo'riday. generally expect rain
on Monday.
Although many folklore _may
not predic~( the weather w1th a
great dt>gree of _<~ccuracy. there
is some scientific base to many
of the "old wives tales." said

'On ion's skin
t~er)· thin,

1llild u·inter
cominp in;
Onion's skin
thick and touph
Cominp u·inter
cold and rough.'

legend. if he does not see his
shadow there w1U I:P s1x more
weeks of winter
But. Jones explamed. six
weeks from Feb. 2 is ~'.arch 20.
which is the week that sprir.g
officiallv begins In ~ddition.
satellite pictures show that 50
percent of the earth's surface is
normaUv covered w1th douds at
that time of the year. so the
groundhog has a 50 percent
chance of seemg h1s shadow. he
~is also some truth to a added.
"That's not a very accurate
person's rheumatism_ pains
increasing before ram. he way to predict the weather."
added. Due to the sudden Jones S2.id.
Jone: also put to rest the tale
change in air pressure before a
rain. the pressure inside a wh1ch states that the severity of
the
wir.ter can be predicted by
person's joints can't equalize at
the same rate as the outside air. actions of animals. such as their
gre'iter amounts of food.
eating
This Jones said. causes pain in
the joints of people afflicted Also. a study conduct~ to test
the
validity
nf thP tlteory thc.t
with rheumatism
Jones added that it is unusual caterpilliars grO\\· rings aroun~
for tbe Farmer's Almanac to be their bodies if there is to be a
.ncorrect in its weather cold winter. showed no
predictions. The predictions are correlation between the rags
based on past weather con· and the winter conditions.
One prediction. however. ilas
ditions. which is a fairly acproven to be tl'UE'-curate met~. Jones said.
The groundhog theory. which
"lf there's spring in tbe
believes that when a groundhog winter, and winter in the
comes out of his bole on Feb. 2 spring:
and sees his shadow. spring will
The vnr wou't bt> goud for
begin. is more of a superstition
than a fact. Accordmg to anything."

David Jones. SIU..C weather
instructor.
For iNtance. he explained.
there is a saying that if the
number of times a cricket
chirps in 14 seconds is added_ to
40. the sum will be the outs1de
temperature. in_ degrees
Fahrenheit. Accordmg to Jones,
this is an accurate thermometer
because of a biological reaction
that crickets have to the tern·
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..AC.fixers.doJhrisk. business
By Erick H-enstiDe
S&alf Writ.er
'nle heat wave that has
roasted Southern Illinois has hit
some residents harder than
others.
For those with air conditioned

could have informallv mentioned ti1e complaint to an inspector while he was on another
investigation." he explained.
When thev asked to move to
another. cooler, Southern Hills
apartment. the Lees were told
there were no vacancies. But
Lee said he believes there are
many vacant apartments at
Southern Hills this summer.
"We have lived here for 14

NOTI~E

,...

A .:

Sta}ting Saturday, July 19, 19~d.
The First National Bank and Trust
Company, Carbondale, will offer
full banking services on Saturday
for your convenience.

refused to comment.
Sam Rinella. director of
Housing
Services
Ad·
ministration, dismissed the
incident as a coincidence.
Southern Hills, Rinella said.
has 122 new air conditioning
units this summer. As the final
check was done on the units in
mid-June. 60 were found to be
malfunctioning. It took nearly a
month for the contractor to send
men around to fix the systems.
he said.
"The irony of il is that while
she !Mrs. Leel was throwing
her tantrum. her air conditioner
was already fixe<l. They must

houses. air conditioned cars
and air conditioned offices or
classr~.nms.
the onlv inconvenience suffered might be
a httle perspiration while
8:30AM-NOON
DRIVE UP
walking to the car and a high
electrical bill at u'le end of the ~~~t~~s. · ~·eLe~a\iai~~·Tt~
WALK
UP
8:30AM-9AM
month.
attitudE' was so bad. they
But this is not the case for !it>emed not to care about the
INTERIOR
OF
BANK9:00AM-NOON
Kuei-Ying and Wen-Fu L£>e. opinion of my wife."
"Thev would not fix our air
who were caught during the
sweltering weather in one of the conditioner and they would not
~!:3. ·~f:n~a~!\d.ther on the
allow us to use our own." he
60 Southern Hills apartments
All but one of the air conwith malfunctioning air- said. "ThE' weather was 100
Bank and Trust Companv
degrees. we simply could not ditioners in Southern Hills is
conditioners
.....
Carbondale, llhnol$
··
now
working, he added.
Since the Lee's apartment stand this sit!la~ion. They were
So. let the sun shine in.
windows face south. the noon virtually forcing us to be sick."
The Lfoe family continued
sun has pushed indoor temperatures up near 100 degrees calling in their complaint,
for most of the past two weeks. sometimes several times a day.
but for two w.?eks there was no
Kuei-Ying sa1d
palpable response. They and
As the w£>eks passed. !\Irs
Lee developed headaches and their 5-year-old son slept on the
stomach aches. her legs hurt kitchen floor where the cooler
air from the apartment below
offered some minimal relief.
!\Irs. Lee, finally overcome by
the heat. went to the Familv
Housing Office. which has
jurisdiction over the apartment
complex. and refused to leave
the office until her air con·
ditioner was fixed.
presents
"I said 'I am sick. I don't
every Sunday,
want trouble, I can't go back to
the new wave
my
apartment.
it's
a
Monday & Tuesday
music of
steamhouse. "' Mrs. Lee cried.
After3 p.m.
even as she remembered the
incident. "They didn't believe I
was sick."
ChickenMrs. Lee laid down in the
office and when the closing hour
Potato Saladapproached, she was told that
she would have to leave. She
rolls
then asked to speak to the
campus police, who. upon
CHILDREN
ADULTS
arrival. offered to take her to
and she soon became unable to the Recreation Building where
(uncler 12)
$3.19
eat or sleep
she could stay in the air con·
S1.H
The Lees called Southern ditioning.
HiUs · Area Office and Familv
Mrs. Lee eventuallv conHousmg to complain about the vinced the authoritif'S that her
air conditioner "almost everv sickness was more than a
-DINE IN ONLYday. for the past two weeks.r. charade and an ambulance was
and even offered to pay for the called to take her to Carbondale
repairs themselves or install Memorial Hospital
another air
conditioning
corner of
"The doctor satd I was weak
system.
starved," she said. "I
"We were told ·mavbe and
Wall&
Main
tomorrow. mavbe tomorrow.· hadn't been able to eat for a
Phone 457-3515
alwavs ·tomorrow"' Mrs. Lee long time."
When she returned home that
said: ··1 offered to pay more. I evening,
Happy Hours Specials3-7 p.m.
the apartment was
-HOURSdon't want trouble." she added.
air conditioner was
Pinball
Free Popcorn
7he Let.•s were given two cool-the
working perfectly.
J..tpm. Mon.-Thuri..
choices-ither move out of
Southern HiUs area officer
J..ltpm. Friday
Southern Hills or stop comKaren Ditzler. a housin~ adplaining··
11om.-1tpm. Saturday
"We told them !of the ministrator who the Lees
11om.-tpm. Sundoy
problem' many times and they contacted several times.
didn't put our room number on
the h!'t. .. Lee sa1d. "I don't
know wh~ they're so careless in
a sense.
Housmg :\lamtenance ln5
Spt'('tor U>sht· Weber had no
6 pok cons _ ...,....,.....;,o ..,
.., 605 E. Grand
Hour h
record of any complamt filed by
lllMT
•
the u-es The Area Offrce. he
lew1s Pork
~r~"~"
Qt.
11 2 F-Sot
said. ~hould have no~1fred an
rnspector who would then have
"'--"'
imestigated the complamt and
notrired the contractor 1n
charl!e of the work
But th1s ts not mcrrmmatmg.
Gilbey's Gin ll
Busch s po 7oz b•l•
Weber satd "The area officer

SATURDAY HOURS

m

FarstNational

ALL YOU

CAN
EAT!

RUDY
and the

BOUQUETS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHTS

1.99~~

L\
'

,

:- 'l

AHMED'S
FANTASTIC
FALAFIL
FACTORY

-;A:;,;.:----

1.65
3.69
Oly
Augsburger epo. oil' 2.05
Busch Natural 2.05
Miller Up• h•~~· <on• 3.79
Black Label
1.39

·, ___2Sc.!!.:~----·
-f :.
OFF ALL

1·:_,

-:--;!.....,··

SANDWICHES
W/THIS AD

; . ---H'ou1is __ _
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11AM-3AM
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Giacoba:z:zi All750 ml
1.99
2.09
Liebfraumilch 750 ml
Hauswein 750 m 1
1.89
California Cellars 1so mi. 10% off

12p1. b"'

Ice -Coolers- Kegs
...,
r

Wiedemann
CaseRet.

4.19

""

5.25

Seven Seas Rum, 1~ m1 3.79
Still Bruok Sc.u<bon 3.95
7SO ml

Bells Scotch

~\"~ ,,.
~

Bolla

r

Wines

~

750ml.
~

3.59

~

2.99

POPOV
VODKA
1 Liter

~

9. 99

12 yr old

.J Dr.Furtk

\....

ON SESAME SEED
OR WHOLE WHEAT
W/SOURCREAM

""~

J

PENNY~
.....seagrams7l
®~
Crown
ll..:
+
6.6s

PINCH

Pabst

4.15
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Heat :rllighi~ool the crime rate~
but cabin fever may still get you
DENVER tAPl - Soaring
temperatures mean shorter
tempers and increasing crime
- but only up to a point, says a
psychologist.
"If it's 100 degrees. you're
probably going to have fewer
street crimes - the mugg~rs
are gasping for breath. too."
Robert Baron said in a
telephone interview from
Washington, D.C .. on Wednesday. when the mercury
passed the century mark.
Baron. a Purdue University
professor on leave to serve as
program director for social and
developmental psychology at
the National Science Foundation in Washington, built his
r~>outation on almost 10 vears of
labo,·atorv and field studtes of
the "long hot summer syndrome."
"Up to a point. people get
"If you're hot. you're going to
more likely to respond get angry faster. That applies to
aggressively." Baron said. parent.; alid especially to
"But that effect is lost about the children whC", are going to get
mid-80s. By that point, people fussy. If tht• parents are the
get lethargic.
type who aa·e going t" be
"They feel so miserable that abusive, this i~ the time when it
rather than getting up and doing will show up.
anything. they prefer to con''Historically" sh,. added,
centrate on things like keeping "our worst cases of child abuse
cool."
ha\·e happened in extremely
Some things. though. can inclement weather of one type
skew Baron's predictions.
or another."
He savs that if crime rates
Paul Bell, an associate
rise dunng a heat wave like the psvchology
professor
at
one now suffocating America's Colorado State University who
mid-section. the cause is more studied under Baron, said a
likelv the well-known curse of person's behavior is also inthe pioneers -cabin fever.
fluenced by factors closely
"People are afraid to go related to temperature.
outside," he said. "Thev stay
"As beer consumption ininside to be next to the air creases. there's an increase in
conditioners and fans. and aggression," Bell said. "As a
eventually the feeling of being heat wave drags on and people
trapped can start getting to
them."
That situation is occ:urring in
~ee limit means
Dallas. Carole Bowdry, director
of the child abuse program in
In Kansas, Texas, Arkansas,
the Dallas County Child Welfare Missouri and other states where
Department, says adults feel the mercury has been above 100
cooped up because the heat for weeks. law enforcement
keeps both them and their officials offer varying opinions
summer-vacationing children about the heat's effects.
A police spokesman at
inside.
"In the last two to three Kansas City's Heat Wave
weeks, my case load has been Command Post said crime
up substantially," said Ms. levels have been stable since
Bowdry. "Not only have I been the onset of the hot weather, and
getting new people, but some they can find no crimes which
people that came to us for child are directly attributable to the
abuse counseling in the past aP. three-week heat wave.
l'Oming back.
In St. Louis, police say nor-

~~s= ~~W,,::,
r:::!:

Diller skips convention t,isit
because of too much security

mal disturbances often escalate
to murder during hot summer
months. but this year is different.
"I've noticed a de-escalation
of violence." said police Capt
Robert Rtchters. "It's just too
hot to fight. When it's this hot.
people just say the hell with it.'·
"I think people just get too
pooped to worry about fighting
and carrying on." satd Capt.
James McGauley.
In Dallas. despite ~Is.

Flight Restaurant

Lunch Specials:

·• ~ ~ Stuffed Cabbage Roll
~/ or Green Pepper
~
with Salad
J~~'0._
D essert Spec1a:
• I
~~.~i-';
~~l{IST~uoos.....
•
•
r~·-"7- - ~~:r ApriCOt Antarflca
549-8522 Thursday & Friday
Southern Ill. Airport

Between Carbondale & Murphy~boro

~c:r~~:rf~~~r::~ ~~:~;:

to robberv to disturbances -

were up i6 percent last month
compared to June 1979. police
spokesman Bob Shaw dismissed
heat as .1 factor.
"I don't really think the heat
has contributed significantly to
the increase in crime," Shaw
said. ·•tt'!l been on the rise here
for some lime."
But Blvtheville. Ark., Police
Chief R ..i. Cox said he's noticed
a difference. Temperatures
lnere have bP-cn above 100 for 17
Slraight days. and Cox said.
'·Theredoesn'tseem to be much
tolerance with our fellow
human being!;."
Baron said he began his study
of beat's effect on human
aggression "because heat has
always driven me up the wall.
In the late '60s and early '70s,
when there were major riots.
people kept talking about how
much effect heat had, but I
found there were no studies."
He was surprised, he said.
when his research - including
checks of National Weather
Service records - showed no
significant correlation between
heat and erratic behavior.
except when the temperature is
between 81 and 85 degrees.
Little Rock. Ark., police said
they're not surprised at how the
heat has affected their crime
statistics. Thefts of air conditioners - five or six a day are at an all-time high.
NEWS SHUFFLE

CHAMPAIGN (APl - Paul
Davis, news director and a~
chorman for WCIA-TV m
Champaign has been named
news director for WGN radio
and television in Chicago.
Davis will succeed John
Ravencroft as WGN news
director_ Ravencroft will
become operations manager for
radio news.
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Ctrcn.R~t\tbsl

*FREE $15.00 WORTH OF ACCESSORIES WITH
ANY $400.00 PLUS SYSTEM

* FREE REPLACEMENT SlYLUS WITH ANY
PLUS SYSTEM (ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF
PURCHASE)

nobody cOUld get in" to the
Boblo Amusement Park boat
where Miss Diller's shows were
to be held on each of the convention's four nights, said Milt
Suchin. her personal manager.
"Phyllis herself couldn't _get
in," Suchin said Wednesday m a
telephone interview from his
"Due to the tight security, Los Angeles office.

DETROIT CAPl -Comedian
Phvllis Diller has canceled her
scheduled shows during the
Republican National Convention here because of bad
planning
and
excessive
securitv. according to her
manager.

Weekly Special
~~• Dairy Queen
Brazier
ar-st of Chicken Sanclwich,
French Fries, ancl Choice of
Small Drink

Only $1.59
Oaily 11-2
At New Era Road

Highway 13 West
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Survey lists top black figures

at a Glance

Fridav
Film-"Pat Garett" and "Billy
the Kid," starring James
Coburn and Kris Kristofferson,
will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in
the Student Center. Admission
is $1.
Playhoas~ummer

Playhouse '80 will present the
comedy "Luv" at 8 p.m. in the
University Theater. Tickets are
$3 for students and senior
citizens and $4 for the public.
The Muny-The Municipal
Theatre Association of St. Louis
will present the musical ''Bye
Bye Birdie" at 8:15p.m. at the
Munv's outdoor theatre in
ForeSt Park. "'Birdie."' which
will run through Sunday. stars
Chita Rivera. Russ Tamblvn.
JOt'y Travolta and Audrey
Christie.

comedy "LitUe Me" ai 8:15
p.m. at the Muny's outaour
:.heater in Forest Park. The Neil
Simon play. which stars Donald
('' Connor and Eve Arden, will
run through July :n.
Art Exhibit-The art forms of
photography.
metalsmithing
and clay work will be on display
in the University Museum.

North Gallery of Faner Hall,
through July 31.

Thunoday
Sunset Concert-The final
performance of the Sunset
Concert Series will feature The
Arnold Chinn Group at 8 p.m. at
Evergreen Park. Sponsored by
the Student Center, Student
Programming Council and the
Carbondale Park District, the
concert will include the sounds
of bluegrass. rock. jazz.
western-swing and country
music.

Monda\·
Photo Exhibit-Various
photographs by Ht>rbert R.
Nelson and Timothv A \\"ilbers
will be on exhibit through July
31 at Mitchell Gallery in Quigley
Hall. The gallery rs open from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
through Fnday
The :\1uny- The :'tlunicipal
Theatre Association of St. Louis
will present the Broadway

MALL

A story of
naturallov·e.

Two children, a boy and a girl,
are shlpwreclcecl on a lost tropical
Island ••• they must survive,
somehow alone. But nature Is lclnd
to them. The boy grows tall.
The girl beautiful.
They swim nalcecl over coral
They run In o c:athedral of trees.
And when their love happens,
it Is as natural as the sea
Itself, and as powerful. Love
as nature Intended It to be.

Sunday

Sl

~~~1::. ~~e_:~~ntEx~ce~t~~~
Director Benjamin Hooks.
Gary. Ind., Mayor Richard
Hatcher. and U.S. Ambassador
to the United Nations Donald
McHenry.
Data Black. headed by former Manhattan Borough
President
Percy
Sutton.
publishes four surveys a year

-~57 -~7 $~--UNIVERSiTY

Film- "'Pat Garrett"' and
"Billy the Kid ... starring James
Coburn and Kris Knstofferson.
will be shown at i and 9 p.m. in
the Student Center. Admission
is $1.
Plavhouse-Summer
Playliouse '80 will present the
comedy "Luv" at 8 p.m. in the
Umversitv Theater. Tickets are
$3 for students and semor
citizens and $4 for the pubEc.

IS

New York Congresswoman
Shirley Chisholm. Atlanta
Mayor Maynard Jackson, Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley.
U.S. Health and Human Services Secretarv Patricia
Roberts Harris, National Urban

DENTS & SR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD S2 25
MENTS EXCLUDED TWI-liTE SHOW liMITED TO SEAT

Saturda~·

Su~r Sunda.,·--An afternoon
of music. arts and crafts. and
games will bt'gin at noon at
Evergreen Park. Super Sunday
rs sponsored in part by the
Student Programming Council
and Carbondale Park District.
Plavhouse-Summt>r
Plc.ytiou.c;e ·so will pr('Sent the
comedy "Luv" at P p.m. in the
University Theater. Tickets are
$3 for students and senior
citizens and $4 for tht> pubhc.
Film-··The
Emperor
Jones." starring Paul Robeson
·!!I be shown at i and 9 p.m. in
the Student Center Admission

NEW YORK rAPl - The
Rev. J(>S5e Jackson has been
ranked in a poll of black
Americans as the nation's
leading black figure.
The survey of 1.146 blacks by
Data Black National Opinion
Poll found that the director of
Operation PUSH was given a
favorable rating by 76.4 percent
of those polled. But it also indicated that a large number of
blacks did not recognize the
names of many of the
prominent black leaders listed.
The other top 10 leaders in the
order they were named in the
poll were Coretta Scott King.

R

FRIDAY: 2:15-(5:15 & $1.75)-8:00-10:15
SAT & SUN: 1:00-3:15-(5:30 & $1.75)-7:30-9:45

A hilarious new comedy for everyone
who ever wanted to give the oil
companies gas pains, turn off the
power companies' lights and make the
banks stand in ~if!~ for a change.
FRIDAY: 2:00.(5:00 & $1.75)-7:45-10:15
Ri SAT & SUN: 1:30-(4:45 & $1.75)-7:30-9:55

-~~ &-~----"

Vf"HAIRSTYLES~
~4

1"'5 v.

s. llllnob

For 20 )'eCJI'IIttt~ been linginf
10 the country
But 1ttt never /igrtred
M iH~e• liuir111. l.ris-~ loue .songs.

$2 OFf
A HAIRSTYLE WHEN
l'OU PIIISENT ;HIS
COUPON.
NOWTIL~l-lt

L----~!=!_~!_---•

SUSAN SAINT JAM[S JANE CURTIN JESSICA LANGE

Starring Willie Nelson
Dyan Cannon. Amy Irving
Also t;tarring Slim Pickens

FRIDAY: 2:15-(5:30 & $1.75)-1:15-10:30
SAT& SUN: 1:00-3:00-(5:15& $1.75)-1:15-10:30

FRIDAY: 2:00-(4:45 & $1.75)-7:3~9:55
SAT & SUN: 12:30-2:45-(5:00 & S1.7S)-I:00-10:1S

16oz. returne.ble
bottles $1.39
Come In and register
for drawing of
10 speed bicycle.

~nvenlenr

~Fooc:l Man
Rt. 51 & Pleasant Hill

E~p~ns ~qff~~~ Jl~Jp.fp.l, ~nformation

,..

that cot1ld save lives dtiring tornallo

jl~,,

8'1' &ott Canon

sian Writer

You are enjoying a warm
summer evening when suddenlv
the weather takes an unusual
tum. Winds begin to blow as the
temperature drops 15 degrees in
a matter of minutes and vou
sense that something is wrong.
Suddenly. the wind dies and the
sky turns a eerie shade of green.
Then the wind picks up again.
stronger and stronger, and a
tornado hits. What can vou do?
Although there is no definitive
answer as to what you should do
in an;v given situation. experts
who study severe weather
conditions agree that watching
the storm is ill-advised.
If at all possible you can save
your neck by hightailing it to a
shelter of some kind or another.
preferably in a basement.
Richard Coleman. warnings
program director of the
National Weather Service. says
the lowest level in a building.
like a ba:.ement or a storm
cellar, is the place to be when
strong winds or a tornado
strike.
While there are no guarantees
anywhere. being in the
basement can protect storm
victims from flying debris and
demolished superstructures.
l'liot all buildings have
basements however. If vou are
caught in a building without a
basement or storm cellcir. the
safest place to be is an interior
hallway. Coleman said.

Quiche
& Salad

~~\

-~'i';:

Bathrooms can prov:~ safe
refuge for the storm victim
without a basement Coleman
said. An important thing to
remember when searching for
shelter is to avoid rooms with
windows. Flying glass can also
present a major hazard.
If you are able to find your
way to a basement, what do you
do when you get there? David
Jones, an SIU-C professor of
Meteorology and scholar of
severe weather conditions. says
the old adage has always been
to go to the southwest corner of
the basement. However. the
research he has studied seems
to indicate that the soothwest
comer is the most dangerous.

He says you should go to the
northeast corner. crouch down.
and protect your head
Jones said recent studies
have shown that the southwest
comer is twice as dangerous as
the northeast part of the
basement. People who take
shelter in the southwest corner
stand a much larger chance of
being hit by falling debns if the
upper part of the house is lorn
from its base when a tornado
hits.
If you are on campus when
disaster strikes. you can con·
sider yourself fairly lucky. Bob
Harris. assistant securitv officer for the l'niversitv Police.
said rr.ost campus buildings
have basements that can
provide a safe haven when a
severe weather situallon comes
on. He say< all the campus
buildings have signs posted
instructing people where to go
whPn a tornado hits. Most of
tho: e signs give directions to
the basement, the safest place.
In the residence halls. the
place to be is in the bathrooms
or the stairwells since it is
difficult to get underground.
Their interior locations and
absence of glass make these
places safe from storms.
U you can find your way to a
basement, fine. But what do
you do if you're out in the open
and getting to a building is
impossible? The best thing to
do is to get to some sort of
f('ontinut'd on Page 101
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BAKERY-DELl
.....

Murdale

457-U13

They'D never get caught~
They're on a mission from God.

JOHN BEUJSHI

DANAYKROYD

••=•l•l'!Ji-1•l;· u•: •a ;t.1
a musical comedy
jAMES BROWN ·CAB CAllOWAY ·RAY CHA1tUS · CAIUUf. FISHEll
AllE"JliA FilA.."•iKU."' • HE.""RY GIB.'>ON
TitE BU.'ES BR(TTlU:JL<; BA:'-10
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5:00 pm. SHOW $1.50
WEEKDAYS 5:00 7:00 9:00
SAT. & SUN. 2:30 5:00 7:00 9:00

Experts offer helpful information
that cortld sat~e lives drtrin{! tornado
l('onlinut"d from Pa~f' !ll
depression in the landscape

\'OU should be warv of an area
that might flood from the rain.
He says many people drown
when thev climb into a ditch
that floods and sweeps the
victim away in its current.
When caught out in the open
in an electrical storm it is wise
to avoid any tall isolated objects
like trees. If you are in a grove
of trees irs best to get to a group
of shorter trees. Tall 1solated
objects attract lightnin~ and

1be depression will shelter you
from the strong winds and

laying low can provide somP
prota-tion.
If you an> in your car and not
very near to a building Coleman
says you would be foolish to try
and outrun the storm. His advice is to abandon the car and
get into a depression of some
kmd. He \\arns. however. that

FridaJ"'s Prtzzle
ACROSS

53 Ms. Scala

1 Venice beKh
5 - Flow
10 Yearn
t4 Or&CQ star
15 Fire a1me
f& Great Lake
17 O.C...S
18 Dejected
20 My11ltc brass

58 Graft
6t !mage
62 Adore

"A .. IIlS
OYIM(

S!'LlS
TRAIT

lltAI'

63 E><1emal

ftf

OITER

MO

~Redacts

Thursday's Puzzle Solved

64 Famed fld.
dler

INCH

65 German river

QALO"f

66 Lachrvmose

Aei!L.

67 Sprout

LIYf

man
22 Golf item

DOWN
1 Endure
2 Nohon

27 T our1ng car

3CIOclt part
40utmoded
5 Depressed
6 Of a Gr-

35Legume
36 Frendllriend
37 Hautboy
38 IVmy groups

40PMI
41 Hallwlly
42 Whip
43Candles
45 Of the stars
47 Permit
48 HeM! part

S,.UDS

&TUMS

Nllt

YEOA

0
lft.l.
!liliES
T.I.VI"tll
THESIS
IOOtll

:r-;t-at

34 Declaimed

ALONE'

STATUE

LEI

24 Some beans
26 Sunvnw: Fr
30 Skin sore

ON

C

"A L

26 Fle•ible
ISle
27 Cotl. dos
7 Fools
28 Nun"s8 Pont'"
29 EleCtrode
9 Upwucj· Pre- 30 Wager
ft•
3t Captured
tO Sllelves

tt USSR port
t2 Bail team
t3 Obtams
t9 Out 2 words
49 Author Mazo 2t Scene
dela25 Of standard
5(\ Watctlbancl
untts

32 Arab chiefs
33 Cleanse
35 Monstrous

39 Or not
40 Str-ing
42 Ailerons

& I

TO ..

47 Garage-vicecar
49 Lanai

50 Frendl com-

huddling under a tree could lead
to electrocution.
One of the worst places to be.
Coleman said. is in a trailer
While they may provide convenient. inexpensive housing.
trailers are vulnerablf.' to the
strong winds that accompany
tornados and bad rainstorms.
Manv trailer courts ha\'E'
cement buildings that can
provide the protection not
present in trailer homes
ColPman said that trailers
can easily be ripped apart by
strong windsln a trailer park
one trailer can be smashed into
another and set off a domino
effect. he said
You cdn avoid being a vict1m
of a storm by using your head
A tendency of most people •~ not
to take warnings senous!~·
Coleman sa1d the :-.;.,t1onal
Weather Service makf's two
types of announcements when
bad weather hits
The first is a watch. Watches
are announced when conditions
for a tornado or se\·ere thun·
derstorm are present.
The second type of storm
announcement is a warnmg
When a warning is declared. it
is time to take action and find
safe refuge.

mune
51 Walked

ov.-

52Rant
53 A , . _
55 Wine buc:kel
56 Bull: Sp.
57 Weather
...,..d

44 Ear problem

59Croclc

46 Thin,_

60AHempl

~"\\-0STUDENT
CENTER

0

·~s:_~-,-..:
~i" ..

Good
Thi.IlgS

All Recognized Student
Organizations may schedule
rooms in the Student Center
for fall semester beginning
at 8:00a.m. July 21 in the 2nd floor Student
Center Scheduling Office. Necessary information includes name of organization, dates,
times, and number of people. All scheduling
must be done in person. Questions, call

Happen

536-6633
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5:00 pm. SHOW $1.50
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5:00 7:15
9:15
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Ht:at;triples s.ummer. ~o,ad damage
Bv Andy Strang

siaff Wriwr
The present heat wave in
Southern Illinois has caused
road damage that is approximately three times worse
than la~t year. Illinois
Department of Transportation
spokesman Carl DeWitt. said.
Although no exact figures are
available. there are "hundreds" of damaged road sections in Southern lllino1s. said
DeWitt. a district maintenance
engineer. But. according to
Wayne Whweles. assistant
street superintt>ndent. damage
to Carbondale roads has been
minimal.
Road damage occurs when
high temperatures combine
with moist soil and cause the
roadway to .. xpand. DeWitt
explained. This expansion
causes either blow-ups. in which
the pavement buckles. or small
bumps in the road.
There have been approximately 25 blow-ups.
ranging in length from three to
10 feet. in Southern Illinois this
summer. DeWitt said. It takes
between eight to 10 hours to
repair a blow-up and most
repairs begin as soon as the
damage is spotted. he added. To
repair a road. crews must
totally replace the old
r.avement.

Miniature Golf Gourse

Murrie Drive to Glenview
Drive. and on Glenview Drive.
from Freeman Street to Mam
Street. These streets were
repaved in June with an oil base
and chip pavement. Whweles
said. Chatauqua Street has been

\
....'/

' '- ·

Sogie Hole .

·/

l.~

.........__

r1~Ni

The most common type of
damage caused by the heat is
when small lumps of blacktop
form bumps at the expansiOn
joints of a roadway. Ed Kehl.
state maintenance engineer.
said.
A four-man crew can repair
about 30 of the bumps a day.
DeWitt said. A bump is repaired
by heating up the road .>nd then
Clltling off the bump. This is not
an expensive procedure. he
added.
The only road damage experienced in Carbondale at the
time is on Freeman Street. from

fo'~"'

..,.,.v~:...

' ·.
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Weekend KEG
special:

HAMM'S

LL TH

BUSCH

$849'u
~

Case 16 oz. ret.
bot.+ dep.

GILBEY'S

l!.
{;

Vodka

~-l $

85

Picnic
TABLEWARE

CHARCOAL

•

6 pak
12oz.cans

, '""

•$149

r

i.

\1

6pakca~s--

}

HEAVEN DON
>~
Gin
-!'CARLOS
L
Rum

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

65 ...~ $355
l
Qt.

$185

!

~HILL

$

-

\

12 pak NR bottles

COOLERS

$5 37!ml

750 mi.

;;:-...

~

Summer Special

Extra Value Import

~

~ 3 L~ter

~!/'" ~

SAMUELT.
CROCKETT

KELLERGEISTER

Italian Swiss
Colony
Q.-. 750mi. -$1.39
J) 1.5 Liter
0/

25 /0 oH
c-....

$1 ~!mi.
-

. ,?f~
'~W

IJ?c; ......__~

~~

Selection Service

Stop in for:

~:{.~~

Week~oys:
3-ll.OOp.m.

Sat. 1-11?0p.m.
Sun. 1-11.Cl0p.m.

~ I

LIQUOR MART

LewisPk. Apts.

for_18 holes.
Fn. 3-11.30p.m.

1• '"-··--

~'EASTGATE ~(~
Wall & Walnut/549-5202

------

~----------

•

ac'rOlss tr'dm' ·

Still Only$1 o~.. ~

caused Freeman Street ?.nd
Glenview Drive to experience
too much traHic too soon after
the repairs were cQmpleted.
Whweles said.
The result is that the chips in
the street have come out of the
pavement and the oil base is
rising to the surface of the
street. The city plans to close
both streets and Jay a layer of
ml on the chips to help hold
tnem in place. The repairs will
be done next week at a cost of
between $7.000 and $8.000 per
street.
The entire state has experienced between "400 and
500" blow-ups this summer.
with the majority occurring in
the past two weeks. Kehl said
Repairs have hindered the
attempts of the road crews to
clean up debris from the June 28
and July 2 storms that ripped
through Southern Illinois. The
storm clean-up was alreadv
preventing the crews from
performing their regular tasks.
such as grass cutting. DeWitt
said.

The Wine Store

921 E. Grand

10;;,-.ofd
SOUR
MASH

'

$

599
Full Liter
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CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES
North Hi.s.hway 51
549-~

FKEE Bus to SIU

":\1-l·-o" SPELLS RELIEF for this pig at
l'niversity Farms. :\nimals at the Swine Center

At Pizza Inn

are gnmting about the heat, but farm workers
are usiag hoses to spray the pigs and make mud.

FREE

Keep yottr air conditioner healthy
or prepare for an indoor heat wave
B~· Karen Clare
Staff Writer
About 80 percent of the
-esidents in Southern lllinois
:ommunities have either
:entral air conditioners or
window units. according :o a
mrvey conducted by Central
Illinois
Public
Service.
rtowever. what happens "ilen
your "coveted conditioner"
breaks down"

.lerry MilleT, owner of Air
Tech, 609 W. Ma\n, Carbondale
said that since the "heat wave"

aegan he has been swamped

w1th calls. Miller added that he
;s so busy that sometimes it

mav ;,e five davs before he can
~et ·to an indi\·idual problem.
'I've been averaging nine to 13

'lOUrs a day,.. he explained.
"and I've been working half
:lavs Saturdav and Sundav ..
Although tie usuallv dOes
::ommerc1al and industrial
work. such as roofing. he added
tha! the biggest percentage of
h1s calls have been for
residential air conditioner
repa1rs.
Other a1r conditioner repair
shops in Carbondale are al~o
working overtime to aide
sweltering
customers.
Busmess. the owners say, has
doubled and even tripled. The
average wait before a repairman can fix the unit could range
from four to 10 days. so what
can the homeowner do in the
meantime"
Bill
Shupe.
assistant

professor of electronics at the
School of Technical Careers,
offered a few home remedies
for owners of window units.
First. he explained. check the
circuit breaker box or fuse box.
If the house has a circuit box,
look to see if the switch is in the
opposite direction. If it is,
s1mph· snap the circuit back
just like one would a wall
sv.itch. If the house is equipped
with a fuse box, check to see if
the fuse is blown. A blown fuse
will usually have a strip of
metal through it, Shupe said.
Small air conditioners, 120
volts, operate from a screwtype fuse that can be replaced
by the homeowner. Large air

conditioners. 220 volts. wiU
usually have a cartridge-type
fuse. However, Shupe said. for a
blo'fl--n fuse in a larger unit an
individual would need an ohmmeter, a device that tests for
electrical resistance. Shupe
added that it is doubtful.
howe;;er. that "the average
person would have one.··
If the main electrical box has
been checked and it is determined that the fuses and circuits are working properly,
another check should be done on
the unit itself. The unit mav be
malfunctioning because of a
build up of leaves or other
debris in the condenser.
"This is especially true on
central air conditioners ... Shupe
said. One remedy is to hose out
the back of the condenser. being
careful not to get water into the
actual controls. For the small
outside unit. one can flush out
any debris that has accumulated in the back of the
t('ontinued on Page 13J

Pitcher of Pepsi
with the
purchase of
a large or giant
pizza.
..........................................................................................~

~

f

,.with this coupon

Iilll

Buy any large or giant pizza ~
at the regular menu. price, and ~
~ get a free pitcher of Pepsi. Present ~
illl this coupon with quest check.
-~

~

Df 7-11

Valid thru 7-27 ~

............................................................................................'lllfi

P.Jzzalnn.
Carbondale •••457-3358 Herrin, ..•.•.• 942-3124
W•t Frankfort•••932-3173 Murphysbora••• 687-3414

Add a "Touch of Class" to your life with a

LOW COST AUTO LOAN
from your SIU Employees Credit Union

11

·.

Jl~SPbB
Deli & lounge _

\

5555(55555549-3324

13.5%

Available on
used car loans.

519 S.lllinois Ave.

FRIDAY SPECIAL

FISH & CHIPS DINNER

$2.95

Don't put off that new car purchase, SIU Credit Union has
plenty of money available to iend you-So
add a "touch of class"
CALL YOUR
with a new car!
EMPLOYEES

sIu

r-!.---NcuA---~-~-.~.,--_~]

CR~?,~~ M~i~!_ON
Carltond.. te, Illinois 62901
4S7-3S.S
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Low down· a:good idea in storm

Air conditioners need care too

By Colleen Moore

l('ontinued from Pag~ 121
unit with a water hose. he explained.

Staff Writer
Lightning kills more people in
the United States than tornados,
noods or hurricanes, reports the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
"Whatever you do. don't go
out while the thunderstorm is
going on. which a lot of people
do," advises Randy Jackson,
coordinator of the Emergency
Services and Disaster Agency
of Carbondale.
The best places to be during a
storm are inside a home. large
building or an all-metal
automobile. the NOAA said. If a
car is struck by lightning, the
current is discharged harmlessly into the ground.
If shelter cannot be fJund
outside. don't stand under a
large tree in an open area,
Jackson warned.
··You want to avoid being on
I.'Xtremely high ground or being
the tallest object." he added.
··Anything that is higher than
..-ou are. you want to try to
il\·oid."
The ~OAA also said that
other dangers during lightning
are open water. small metal
vehicles. wire fences. clothes
lm~. metal pipes. tractors and

very cautious of utilities,
Jackson
said.
"Ideally
somebody may want to shut the
power off if there's a severe
enough storm."
Once candles are ht. the
danger of fire exists, he said.
"If you have some type of gas
leak. you don't want to be
lighting candles." Jackson
suggests replacing candles with
light sticks, which can be
bought at hardware stores.
He added that telephones
should not be used except in
emergencies. If electricity does
shut off. refrigerators and
freezers should be kept closed.
He said cool packs can be
bought to keep food cold. In
addition. a battery-operated
radio is essential during a
storm, Jackson said.
metal farm eqwpment.
People in an open area should
keep several yards apart from
each other so that if lightning
strikes. the smallest number
will be affected. The NOAA
added that if people are isolated
in a level area and feel their
hair stand on end. they should
drop to their knees and bend
forward with their hands on
their knees.
While indoors. one should be

•('ontinllf'CI from Pagf' 5l
set people's nerves on edge
,md has caused tempers to

superior or good physical
condition. exercises to excess.
Heat exhaustion, the most
common heat illness. can result
flart'
Lmda Barton. a Synergy Crcm water or salt depletion.
.. mployee, said that she hasn't often from an overproduction of
noticed any specific changes in sweat. Heat exhaustion can also
tht> behavior of people who call lead to heat stroke, the third
for help. but that she is getting tYpe of heat illness. Symptoms
rabin fever from staying inside Of heat stroke include delirium.
high body temperature and
"' much to beat the heat.
-\nn !\<tcC'arthv. another unusually hot and dry skin.
The elderly. heart patients
:--\ :; .. rgy employee. said she
~ot1ced
that people have and people on diuretics are
ht-.·nme crabbier since the hot
.-.-;1ther began. "There is a lot
r'Jnrt' tension in the air now.'
-t~t· added.
W11liam Hunter. SIU-C en\ 1ronmental physiologist. said
r hat people are under more
,;tress now because they have
t>t·en forced to make a change
from their normal activities to
o~vo1d the heat. ··some people
have had to go so far as to
,·ancel their vacation plans." he
;a1d
Hunte.- added that there are
three type:. of heat ill~
heat cramps. heat exhaustion
and heat stroke. Heat cramps
occur when a person, usually in

"Make sure you don't direct
water into the mechanical ur.it
and coils.'' He added that the
power should always be off and
the water should be aimed away
from the condenser fan. Only
those
who
are
are
··mechanicallv inclined'' should
trv this methOd, Shupe warned.
Preventing air conditioners
from breaking down Is one way
to avoid the hassles of the heat.
Jim Golf. a spokesman for
CIPS. urges people to dean or
repair their air conditioning
filters once a month. "But, the
best t1p we give is to set the
thermostat at 78 degrees. That
way the unit doesn't work a.,

G.-\SOHOL PR-lFITS
Decatur (APl- Profits from
the Archer Daniels Midland Co ,
the nation's largest producer of
alcohol for gasohol production.
rose 105 percent in the past
year. ADM says.
The company plans additional
capital investment of more than
$100 million this year.

Irked Ma Nature brings havoc
;d~-n

dr~wb!c~7· t~h~~s c~~~;~:

hard.'' he said.
Goff explained that shielding
the outdoor air conditioning unit
from sunlight and cutting away
bushes that block the air flow
from the back of the units are
two other measures which could
prevent a malfunction. At the
same time. he added. it can
save the resident some money
on his electric bill.
The going rate for air conditioners is anywhere from $150
to $550 for a window unit and
$1000 to $2500 for central air
conditioning. Prospective
buyers should consider not only
their budgets. but also the
Energy Efficiency Rating
(EERI when selecting a unit.
Goff said.
He added that all new air
conditioning models "hould
have the EER label.

most susceptible to the heat and
should take extra precautions to
protect their health, Hunter
cautioneo.
The high pressure zone
haunting Southern Illinois is
expected to break by Friday.
bringing some relief to the area.
according to a National
Weather Service report. But
until it does. we will just have to
sit around and "think snow" in
an effort to keep cool_

SUMMER CLEARANCE
Shorts & Tops

$4-$5-$6
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Pants
Jeans
Painter Pants
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Parts & Services
KARCO
Ka,..ten Auto Recycling
Corp.

T'<' t•nt\ or :\lor£' [)a\...
·

:.

"orJ. p~r day

rt~nt~

Foreign • Domestic
Free Parts locating • 5 States
N. New Era Rood Carbondale

HOMEGROWN PEACHES. APPLES, sweet corn. tomatot'S.
vegetables Also watermelons and

r----·-------

pE!'r

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

m;~~t'L:~\:lr"'l~~~~~f!1f)~h~~H~p~·~lr~~~

the ratf' app.:c·.1hlt> for the numlll'r of
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Motorcycles
J9i8 Sl"Zt:KI PE - 250 Enduro
Racer. 650 m1les. ext.~~. $950. Call
Gus. ~57-()100
6320Ac1Bl

A utomotlves

HO:'IIDA ELSINORE 1?.5 Red
Racer: Fast:! Mini cond.tion 1

~~i~~~~~;asak• ~~~~

Gtlllll m1leage. nice

bodv. runs well. onlv 58.000 mtles.l
$1.200 or best ;>.~9- W9 6333Aa 181
- -

1973 HONDA CB 350 · good conworth $500. 1DeSoto 1 6.800
~~ends. 86'i·2267
e~'A~f~

--~-·-----

DoDGE COLT \\AGo:-o.

~

dillon.

Cyl

fiZ~~ ~;~r~~r~~ good c~~~~:~~

HONDA CB~2S. great commuter
btke. BOMPG. 4-stfoke engme. only
3400 miles. $575. 457·8884.
6390AC186

~IO~TE CARLO. CARm~DALE
197~. blue. excellent rono:btlon, low

~~~~t air. tape. load~~

Real Estate

~

'73 Pinto 4 cyl. 4 8pd. w/alr
'74 Chevy No- 2 rlr. aut.
w/alr
'73 ~ Civic 4 cyl. 41pd.
'73 POfttlac Catollna aut.

lOxSO ONE BEDkOOM, fully

~~~~.
st~ia~t;:~ ~d m::Y
other features. Excellent condition. Must Sell'!! 549-5267
evemngs.
6284Ae18i

~~!~~~IJ~ir ~:dfti~~~Xi~F~

, I m, Eo1t ot Moll nf!'xf 'o Ike Bv•c"-

KRC-311 Kenwood
Car Sfereo Reg. $779.95
Sale Price $198.00

1971 MOBILE_HOME 12x60, ex6338Ael86

~~~ ·. ~~: ~~.Y~980~~r~ni~~
hours of 9:00am to 4:00pm and

~~- ~~0::~ \~:~r~o~~~-

=

Autbority Omce parking lo~
located at 300 N. 7Th St.. Murphysboro. Bid proposals will be

~<;!I:f_A"c~·tl~ X!~~~!!i

3

~1cueg3~y~lj~fiei4.th1as~o ~~r~

cond111on. pnce negotiable. 4577744 between IHI p.m.
6347Ae187

Housu.g Author1ty Office. 300 N.

~d ;l:C~ts~~·w~IJ ~~~b~:~~

1!171 .MOBILE HOME. 3 bedroom
furmshed. 12x65. at Carbondale
Mob1le Home Park. $5600. 457·5397.
B6360Ae181

opened and read aloud. Bid
dOcuments shall be sealed. in an
0

~~~~ ~fi!e aD~re:fo~~es~~~ks~ ri

10x40 MOBILE HOME. New
furnace. new water heater, airpar11auy f~;~~

County Housmg Authoritv. 300 !10.
7th St.. Murphvsboro. IL 62966. The
envelope should be clearlv labeled
B1d Document m order lo guard

~~r~~~-

~~;.·;~~ted rtr::~n~nd ~~~o:,d ~~~
~echalt~l~tT~~s j~~~~c:,rn a~~~~~
0

1m 5TH AVENUE: Like new. 2

bl'drooms. 1•2 . baths, air con-

~~~n~~u~~J~;?c!;.~~-~~1

~c;:i!'fe '},~if~iZuf:n~~~sr~~a:n!

6381Ael8S
CARBOND!'\LE: 19i3, 12x62. 2
bedroom: a1r. partially furn1shed.

f:rTe}:.:C:tfo~~ ~'11~1.~~

CALL
ROYAL RENTALS
For Fall Cancellations
Apts. & Mobile Homes

457-4422
REALLY NICE TWO or one

~a~<;'~o ~s~1:,~·J.:.~:

437-$56.

a:a~~gfe o!~~r~'lbid r ~~~h

Miscellaneous
TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELECTRICS. new and used. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange, 1101 North

~t~~ay\1~-~~pe.r~~s~t-
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6315Ba06

EFFICIENCIES
AND
ONE
Bedroom apartments All utilities

~uded. close to casf~B~:~

0

~~!~~Ca,lr~rfit· B~ ~\~

CARBONDALE HOL'SING. ONE
bedroom furmshed apartment. 2
bedroom furrushed apartment. air
0
1
2

Hun!

One Down ln The

DE CLASSIFIEDS

Mobile Homes
12 and 14 WIDE TRAILERS 2·3
bedroom. Warren Road. Fur-

::S~ed. carpet. AC. NB~~~~

~,':,?~~~eJ~I~ .f:~'a d~i : '::Sb~

FREE YUS

Route 13 West. Call684-4145.
B63238a189

7 RUNS DAILY
•..........-=.... ,

Rt. 51 North
s.i9-3000

We buv used stereo equipment

Good condition or

large & small
Also 1 & 2 bdrm apts
for Summer or Fall.
Call anytime or
preferably between
4:00 and 5:00pm.

needing repoir .

..... .......,..

Mt-14tl

529-1012 or 549-6880

NALDER STEREO
Cartridge Special
oftheWeelc
AT11 EZ
list $60.00
Now$2-4.88

Also
Stanton Permostot
1 Time Static Eliminator
& Record Preserver
List$19.95
Now$13.95

ta\~~':;~~~U~T~d~~~h

:~.;e 1~t~.n;~sh~~:ac~

6378Ba182

549-2040.

THREE OR FOUR bedrooms, all
7

~f~acnt dt m~:c;::p~: ~~

J. R. Parrish ltoalty and Insurance
at 457-3344.
B6382Bal85

Houses
5 BEDROOM, 1176 E. Walnut 2
:>t>ople need 3 morl'. Available
1mmed1ately S115 month Fall. 4574334. -1M M-IlAM.
B6252Bb04C
5 BEDROOM. 1182 E. Walnut. 0nl'
person needs 4 more. Available
1mmed1ately. Sll5 each, Fall. 4574334. IOAM-IIAM.
B6253Bbo4C
LARGE, FIVE BEDROOM house
5 miles south of Carbondale. lease

715 S. University
on the lslonrl

549-1501

638-IAeiBS

0

Shawnee Carpooltng possible.
$80.00 pach Share With fflends
549-2040.
63T.'Bbl82

SPACJOL'S TWO BEDROOM
Ap;,rtment for rent s.1:.o per month
mcludPs most uhhttes. Mus! bt
clean and quiet. 549-0589
B6301Ba181

STUDENT
RENTALS
omes Close to Campu

Au..,..,._.,..
lo tto.pital

ELEGANT LIVING at

~~~~~nt Jgr~~~ut~s br~r~yr_s. o~

2bedrooms unfurnished. Air. carpeting. drapenes. Couples or
~ds Lo•·ely area s~lf':s~

Glenn Williams Rentals
.57-7941
Brown & Columbo
Special of the Week

ANNA

------Lt:XURY APARTMENT

Now Renting
Fall & Spring Term

Rt. I. Sw-ts Corner Plaza

~~~n~c~~~-~~'lf~:;.uxtras,

rad10. cru1se control, radial white
walls. These veh1cles will be
avaJiable for ins~tion and-or test

1!171 CHEVROLET VAN. $400. 5632361
6373Aal84

NICE ONE BEDROOM. furnished.
a1r. vou pav utilities. 509 S Wall.
Graham.457-i263.
86283Ba189C

;t,m,t one p•r customer

IWNOIS COMP\r:O MARl'

B6331Bbl89

----

TWO BEDROOM MAKA:-.IDA.
6362Bbl81
Secluded 549-0424

~S:

ONE BEDROOM FURSISHED
Apartment, 2 bedroom furnished
apar.tml'nt,
top Carbondale

REMODELED
IOxSO
2
BEDROOM mo!>ile home. Airconditioned. new water beater lots
ol storage. $1~. 5~1910
'
B6267Ael82

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY o1
the_ County of Jackson Illinois
mvttes mtere!lted ~rsons to b1d on
~hhee:,~~\~~m~h~~e~~~~s: 41. g[.~
automatic, rad1o. 13.100 miles. 1
19i7 Oldsmobile Omega, 6 cyl.:

The award will go the ~best
bidder exceeding !lie minimum btd
requirement.
B6361Aalll2

SALE

86322Bbl89

~~S:,,ef~~~~o f.~~~. ~~T{~~fsus.

Computer Books
&Programs
Values to $20.00
Now$1.00

Mobile Homes

C'dale
SH-21•1

purchase of each vehicle The
minimum b1d for each veh1cle \nil
be, 1978 Chevrolet Chevette $2700
1m Oldsmobile Omega s:z:;oo The
successful b1dder must have a
certified check. banJt draft. made
~ayable to the Jackson Countv

•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•A tori

~~~1~~~: ~r:ttR'!it!r~~~~r

call 6114-4145

Apartments

M2-31 . .

..,,.,,

1

WE HAVE MOVED
Visit our Ex ponded
Showroom

CARBONDALE HOUSING. TWO
bedroom furnished house with
carport 3 bedroom furnished
house With carport. a1r. absolutelv

4 BEDROOM FURNISHED houSl'.
carpet. 2 bedroom furnished houSl'

211 N. 14th. Herrin

'7• Pinto 4 cyl. aut.

1001 E. Main
529-21441

Electronics

COMPUTERS BY:

FOR SALE

197~

w:~~~o~rwal~fa';;:T~!~'t~~!

or our market 8 miles south of
Carbondale on Old US 51. 457-51Ri
B6298Afl89

529-164-4

15 \\•ord .'\linimum

-;-z UPEL ·

457-6319

I

FOR RENT

BUY AND SELL used furniture

'b~~ ~~~i~:;;if.ider We~6~~~

Recycled Auto Parts

457-0421

thrt't' or Four r.ays R et•nts per
"'nrd. per da'
Fl\'t' thru ~tnt' Days--- 7 ,-ents per
word. p•·r da v
Tt•n thru :\Jnf'tf'('fl lla" · fi Ct'ntS
per word. per day
·

9.95. 4 year guarantee. For tnormahon: Discount Waterbeds.
Inc .• P.O. Box 743, Lake Forest.
llbnoLS 60045.
6147Afl89

USED FURNITURE - DESKS
TV .. bedroom suite chiffarobe:
end tables. coffee tables. R.R. N"
4, Chautauqua Apts. No. 9. 457·
5166.
6233Afl81

Guaronfeed

I

~

Pets & . . . . . . •
IRISH SETTER PUPPIES, AKC.
Shots and wormed. One male and
one female left. SSO each. Mu~!
sell ' ! ! 457-4482.

STERE
REPAIR

Audio Hospital 549-MtS
(across from the tro•n station)

~c:r~:a:snd;

:.749.

:::r~f~r~. ~-~
B&190Bb188C

2 BEDROOM. 2 bath. near cam~.f,=_trallllr, mce ar~~or~
TWO STORY FOUR bedroom
~USl'. One-hal./ mde from campus.

~C::U:tsc~~i.~~hed. ~~~~

LARGE. NICE TWO be-iroom
!Duplex) and one bedroom house.
Air, carpet. water. No Pets -157·
6956, 437-5643.
63t6Bb02

SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. Sl35
per month. 12x50. FUI'Ili.Shed and
Blr<onditJoned. Country living 2
miles past Crab Orchard Sp1llway
No Pets. 54!Hi612 or 549-300!!.
B6183Bcl87C

RENT WAR
If money means
anything to you
8ft wide
$70
1Oft wide

$80

J2ftwide
$125
Have deppsits ready
CHUCKS RENTALS

549-3374

~~tt~~~~~:_EJ:!v ~~~

duplex. furmshed and airconditioned, also includes water
trash and mamtenance. Yerv
~~n ~f~or~~~'iew 13 J'o;o
B6208Bc01f"

54

RENTAL
AOS
NOW AVAILABLE
Summer and Fall

(nine month controctF
•-liable)
•1980 1-2 Bedroom Anchored
•Furnished. Carpeted. &
Underpinned
•Energy saving (no C.I.P.S.)
•laudromat Facilities
=~~r ~~:~~s Clean Setting

For

mg~rn!::!~~';"~~~ or op-

Pho-: 457-52. .
Unlve,..ity Hef9hts
Moltlle H - Est.
WarrenRrl.
(Just off I. Parle St.)
*Also some country location anrlttow. awailabla.
Sorry No Pets Accepte4.

WANTED QUlET MALE. own
bedroom. modem beautiful trailer
I'OQO\y. Sill) plus uWities. Call $4S:
'~,, •. ' •
· · ,. · · fii73Bel82

MALIBU VILLAGE
... 1$ now tdlling foil
contracts.

THESIS
DISSERTATIONS r
RESUMES. Call the Problem
Solvers at Henry Pnnting, 118 s
Illinois, 529-3040.
B6242E02C

I

1000 E. Park & So. 51
9 month & I year lease
•Near campus

!.'!t~uCJ',iA~~!fia~~sillut~~

Duplexes

•Maintenance servoce any
hour
•Trash. sewer
e(losl? to food & laundromat
•Natural gas (So. only)
lOth month rent
free woth a 1 year lease
(So. only)
Sorry no pets

CARPENTERS.
AREA
REMODELING ol all . types.
Masonry to roof1:1,; paint1~ too. 1
~~st rates in wn. ~k~ ~

7

~~ <&~Tri~~g:~~D

Wanted to Rent

Home.
6336EI83

I!I bor. phone 549-J4i2 Travel a

457-1313

little. save a lot

Mobile Home Lots

6357El85

ANNOUNCING: A NEW Daycare
center on Cobden-Preschool
~grammmg with an accent on
Special needs children. Thiee fulltime slots available. Natural foods
served for hmch and snacks. 8934293.
6371E181

0 5

CARRO!IODALE.
WILDWOOD
MOBILE Home Park. Nice clean

~r~o:·~-~'70r-~~i-~Wldry.

ONE MONTH

B6374BL189

FREE RENT
Rt.SI North

---------------~F~

549-3000

,-,ndotJOned. underpmned. an-

PEOPLE

INTERESTED

Program Call David Thomas 457·

0015; $49-8272.

St:STAINI!IOG. CARE
CASE
worl::er to rrovode ca~ ;vork and
group activities in adult daJ; care

mole~ to comJ::•Js on City streets.

549-7039

~~~~~~uc~sE

FOOD STORE SALES clerk
Prefer femaJe, area resident, 18
older. Must be able to work 9a.m ..

or

'2 bdrms. southwest residential.

~r

6392F 184

HELP WANTED

MURD.ALE SINGLE &
F.A MIL Y HOMES

locilotoes. Very cornpetitrve. AvoiiCJble now & June I Coli 457-7352

IN

~;~~hn~~~ogyM~~~ ex~!f~~~~:.:

::~~!"~d::~g~~So"1·~J'~

'·ttle traffic. Anchored. under'""ted onsvloted. Furnoshed. city

Blue ...

WA."'TED: AIR CONDITIO:"ERS,

Rt. 51 North

TWO OR Thre-e bedroom

Be

~~~~~a~~n~!rc~~~~~:I2

MOVE TO

r urmshed. or unfurmshed, a1r:

Don't

WANTED

FREE

W/1 yr. lease

You gals are
the greatest.
We love you!

The Gang

ba"c:;:o~;ge~~'!~it~~r :1:~

FREE RE:"T FIRST month
Racco!Jn Vallev. 5 miles south:
~~· ~1~ ~-~~d lots, $45-~~Ei:z

i

M&M and Judy,

GUARANTEED At:TO REPAIRS
Your parts or mine. $5.00-hr

For Further Info call:

·~x60

·

3665 before 7:30AM or after
9:00PM.
6294E184

•A'C

g~~,:::~;

ltiCYCLING Cotttt

~57~ 1 Era Rd Ca~~~~.;'

mentally 111 desirable. Must be
CETA el~ble. EquaJ opp!1rtunity.
East ~f:i

~~t!'~ie. 604

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST
CARBONDALE: must have ex-

l:~~C:rt ~ fk~;'~b)et~u!i
~i:gt~~·t)cci:~~~e~~ tr~':.~~

I

I

BELLY DANCE-FOR fun and\
exerc1se. qasses begin July 17.
Arab1an N1ghts Dance Studio

Bli293Cl81

!-~~ppin8Ceater. :S.,~

:f~!T~~~;s'G~~~;·s?~fa~t
Illinois.

KaRSTINAUTO

86383CUI5

~~~:~~nee e~lih

Collette.

Batt•rteS. Aodrator'!.
Any metal wtll r«ycle

~~·ef;;Ja!h!~:~~:~ax~d

86358CI86

INSTRUCTORVOCATIONAL
The School of Technical Careers

Rooms

~~~~::.:!tt'::f:~~~

Deve!_opment Center. The Jlel:SOn

~;!~~~l~fo~E:3:ti~~ f~
regular vocational staff. AP:

C!~~~b~u/!c~~~ v::Ca~fc::f

subjects such as auto mechanics,
PRIVATE ROOMS
on Apartments 101' Students
You hove a Pt~vote Room and
key• use kitchen lacolities etc.
w•th others on Apartment. Utti' 'E!!> oncluded. Very near comptll
• ery competitive, av•11loble now
&June 1.

Caii4S7-73S2 or 549-7519

~~~~t::!'e;~'!i~:~e~~t t~!~nJnfo

FE~ALES
0

FOR 3 bedroom

~~;~l~hi~dn rou t':lit~~~'>-mo~~-fJ~

,., (•nuJgs.

627aBe181

HESPO:o.ISIBLE
~'EMALE
HuO~!MATE. two bedroom house.
;;~~ nult>S from campus.~~~::~

~~Fer~~e d~P~::'f~~ ~~~~~~

resume by July 22 .. 1980, to: E .
Holhs Mernlt ..-\ss1stant Dean,
School of Techmcal Careers,

~~~:,::~~~~~~~ ~~ue~~~t:a~~
~rTu~~~):m~~~e rn·E~~c?~-

EQl'AL OPPORTt;NITY EMPLOYER. The Vienna Correc' tiona! Center is inviting ap. piicauons for a Nurse II p(JSltlmo
requmng a doploma or an
associate degree m an approved

~u:~;~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~r~~sf~:
~~~u';~~· ~afa~c:a'~~~': :r'f~

Sl.-133 per month. Please ~1ck up

~~~~at\~onnal0 rC~~ 1t1e:h'i>e;~~~~~l

Office. Vienna IL 62995. 16181 6582081 by July 25. 1980.
86359Cl81

FDIALE GRADUATE STl'DENT

or semor to share a 3 bedroom

~flnr.~e~~:s:b~t~:~1 f' J!':
12!11.

6356Be189

!IOEED ROOMIE FOR 3 bedroom
house, nice area, ten minute bike
ride to campus. 457-8665. 6369Be186

COVER'S
t;PHOLSTERY
FURNITURE u~lstery and

:kes~~~~ie.catJ~~~c"

!~k. ~~Y{~~s~::~~';!i~,t~

3351. 206 W. College.

Financial Statement on file, be
able to type and enjoy working

-'PP.IY in person to Jannette Smith,

ABORTION-FINESf MEDICAL
care. Immediate ~ntments.

Dally EgyptUIJI Business 0~

183

LIQUOR STORE
CLERKS.
Carbondale and Murphysboro.
Old~raduate or marr1ed
~1&7.
Call for appomtmenL

.

YARD SALE. 19-20, Carbondale
Mobile. 3i0. Manv exotic Items
priced to sell. Complete stereo set.'
6372KI81

86370EOilC

NEED A PAPER Typed? IBM
Selectric, fast & accurate
reasooable rates, 549-2258.
6124El83C

k!-"!.~ ~~~i:~~~~r:il~~~

.AUCTIONS
& SALES

86251E04C

TYPING: Dissertations, Theses 1:
Resuml.'5. Automated equipment

STl"DEST
WvRKERS
NEEDED. for Daily Egyptian

2

!100!10-SMOKER. clear:.

sf12 mcludes utthtles. Call 549-351i
after 5P:'<I, keep trying. 6308Be181

536-5541

SERVICES
OFFERED

GRAPHICS OF ANY kind'!
Graphs. charts, posters, s1gns.
lettering, illustratJOn-reasooable
pricing. 684-:;257 after lpm.

~~i': ~~~0 ~~~~ !.~
~~~~:~u~t i~n~~~e~~- t;~'i{! ~P~. ~~u:r~~~~r~~
n:~IALE.

Registn:ltion DeadlineJuly 25, Contact Mary
Unclahl, Quigley Hall,
116C or by phone

tenure. Salarv commensurate with
qualificationS'. Anticipated star·

0

rwo

Aftemoan ~Year Olds

requirements include tbe associate

bondale, IL 62901. SlliC is an Af·

Roommates

Morning session-3 Years Olds

=hin~~~e:.e~r.Ed:::~~~

60'nE181

~mr~: Bar.~~-

AUCTION

At the Mt. Joy Church
West of Murphysboro
All the Church Fixtures
Fri. July 11-6:00 .m.
YARD SALE, 306 Cedarview. July
18-20, 8 to I. Furniture. plants,
books.l!tc.
636iK181
FLEA MARKET- Air conditioned:
girls' clothing «size 5 & 61,
women's clothing «size lOl, shoes

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP YOU!!

~~.7~t!~:fso ~~ ~US:~1:

bookcase. 549-1990.

6355Kl81
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'Bl~~s UrOtherS' moviegoerS
will groove on soundtrack, too
By Edward R. Berry
Student Writer
Listening to the ''Blues
Brothers" album is like the
feeling Ray Charles must get
when he plays his piano-you
can hear the music, but vou
sure wish vou could see "tile
perfonner. ·
If you haven't seen the "Blues
Brothers" movie yet. there is a
possibility that you won't rave
about the soundtrack album
After seeing John Belushi
1Jake Blu~ l and Dan Akyroyd
1Elwood Blues l stomping their
feet to the beat. it's hard not to
think about their hilarious
antics as vou listen to the
·
album.
One gPOd point about this
album is that it gi\·es credit
where credit is due-lu
Chicago. When Belushi sin~s
"Sweet Home Ch1cago ... a song
about his love for tht' Wrndy
City. the band stnngs together
tc produce a progressively
jazzy and up-beat type of song
A5 Cab Calloway. the' 'boogie·
woogie" man. sputters out a

~Music~-~

GR.eview:*•
quick dose of "scat lyrics" on
"Minnie the Moocher," the
crowd tries to mimic the old
master of blues, but the silvertongued Cab can stiU out-scat
them aU.
Steve Cropper displays a
sizzling ~uitar-picking solo here
as the Jazzy piano sounds of
Murphy Dunne blend in and out
throughout this number.
The most impressive part of
the band has to be the hom
section. The hom arrangements
were composed by band
member Tom Malone. but the
real show-stealt>r is ''Mr.
Fabulous ... Alan Rubin. as he
squeals out the muterl sounds of
his hom.
"The Theme from Rawhide"
has to be the funniest song on
the album. as Akyroyd sings
tales of round-up days in a
baritone style and Belushi yelps
out cowboy euphemisms while
cracking his whip. reminding

the listener of the good old days
out west.
When Ray Charles sings
"Shake your Tailfeather"
everybody in the film jumps up
and dances everything from
"the Twist," to "the Watusi,'' to
"the
Mash
Potatoe."
"Tailfeather" is fun to listen to.
Aretha Franklin proves to be
the "queen of soul" as she belts
out the words to "Think.·· The
"Blues Brothers" hom section
adds a nice spice to the song as
Aretha reaches an amazing
pitch in her singing.
James Brown. the "king of
scream." sings "The Old
Landmark," while the Re\".
James Clevand choir perk:; up
the mood. enabling all to rejoice
in the "Lord's B!essmg."
The "Blues Brothers" album
is a great memorabilia piece. rf
ya.: already saw the flick. but If
yoo..: were one of the less for·
tunate and didn't see !he movre.
then you'll probably enjoy its
sounds.
~.-\I bum courtesy of Plaza
R.cords.>

Statlle)· Clarke's tzezv album drifts
from ftlsion roots into rock and roll
8~

Andrew Zinner

Slaff Writer

Stanlev Clarke has b~en
recognizect as one of 1.1te br.-st
jazz bass players of the ~Os. out
his new album. "Rocks. ~eb
b\es and Sand." ventur~ ilway
from his fusion past and into a
more commercial rock ·n·
roll-type sound.

Stanley's band on "Rocks" is
superb, especially wilb the
relentless Phillips attacking the
drums. Johnson has the ability
to sound lill:e vario.u; great jazz
That's not to say that Clarke gwtarists. from A1 DiMeola to
hdS sold out. because he hasn't.
Jeff Beck to talented session
He's done it all in /·azz. man Larry Carlton. Help from
especially as a member o the others. including old friend
incredible Return to Forever. Chick Corea on kevboards and
Hrs la.st few albums have :\farcy Levy with vocals. give
drift~.:d slightly away from that
this album plenty of fine supst:.ie. so if a rehashed RTF port.
sound 1s wanted .."Rocks" won't
The best tune on the album is
fit the mold.
"The Story of a Man and a
The opener. "Danger Street." \\'oman." which has three
JS basic rock and roll; a real hot
parts. Part one. "She Thought I
number with plenty of energy
Was Stanley Clarke," is one slip
Simon Phillips I who also played back to the RTF days, w1th
on the new Jeff Beck album l Corea playing super synthesizer
provides his characteristic and Johnson soundin~ very
heavy. pounding dru:n sound much like Di Meola. HIS clean
which makes this tune work. but style is a pleasure to hear.
it's nothing special.
The second section. called "A
The title track features the Fool Agai~." is stolen by the
unique. quick and clean bass super-tight can-and-response
playing of the legendary Clarke
"conversation" between the
He experiments with different multi-talented Corea and
sounds here. and with kevboard Clarke. There probably will
support from Steve Bach. as never_ be a tighter pair of
well as a crisp. clean guitar solo musicians. The voc<!ls tell of a
from Charles Johnson. this song one-sided love affair. lo.•menting
works well.
"If you came back tooay, you

know. for love I'd be a tool
again.··
Part three, the instrumental
"I Nearly Went Crazy," is a
great conclusion to side two.
Phill~tributes powerful,

!:!~ fee~~ ~':m~i'r:J h!fth

Johnson's screaming guitar.
Clarke's electronic bass and
Corea's Moog synthesizer, this
tune is tascy a;; hell. A finisher
like this leaves the listener
drooling for more.
Other cuts are not so hot
however. especially "We
Supply." It tells how the same
old funk just doesn't make it.
and how "We're gonna funk
tonight." Though Clarke 5Upplies the nect.ssary funk. the
song goes on and on and oc. It
<<"outinued oo Page 17l

Deep Pan Pizza By
The Slice or Pie
611 South Illinois Ave.
FOR CARRY Olff SERVICE CALL 549-7111

f!$
iAMPUS SPECIAL
Fri. & Sot. ONLY

DAN SKIN
SKIRTS Reg. $22.00
SALE

PRICED $l 0.00
All

sizes: smollj~ed/lorge
Assorted Colors & Styles

Soles
Final

Y~S

~

~ 608 S. Illinois

Su••er
Weekend

MALIBU VILLAGE
, Two Locations:
lOOOT.~ark & Rt. 51

South

NOW TAKI~G SUMMER
AND FALL CONTRACTS
9 month & 1 year leases
•No utility deposit ot South location
•Near campus
•Air conditioned
•Clean ond quiet surroundings
•Natural gos ot South location
Sorry No Pets

For Further Info Call:
457-8383
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Carbondale Bowl
Behind the Murdale Shopping Center

WEEKEND PRICES Mixecl Drlllks 90c
II tla Fra. . L _ .

Beer 6Sc

Free Popcorat

SAT
Noon-Close

SUII
6 p ...., ....

'Crusader's disc is good or bad,
depending on one's perspective
meates the tune throughout.
Bv Bill Turley
~Music•~' with Felder's sax urging the
Staff Writer
listener to execute decided'y
Having a half-good record
unsophisticated handspring ..
album isn't such a terrible
This song alone is reason to own
thing. except when you
Side one opens witt. "Soul the album.
remeMber that the album is
Shadows," which is somewhat
Almost reason enough until
also half-bad.
like the group's opening tune on listening to the title song, which
The Crusader's new album. their last original album opens side two Blah. Sample's
"Rhapsody and Blues," is 50 "Street Life" for it is the only synthf'Sizer attempts to sound
percent great and of the song with vocals. But the majestic, but only cor.tes off as
album's six tunes. three of them similarity ends there.
court-jesterish. The song is too
are dvnamite. However, tht>
The instrumental segment of drawn out and makes the tune
other ihree songs don't help an "Shadows" holds very well, tum out dull.
otherwise fine offering from the with Felder giving the first view
The second song is the
talented trio of Wilton Fender, of his smOCJtlt sax playing. aforementioned "Last Call"Stix Hooper, and Joe Sample. However. Sample's piano solo is remember it''- and the last
Felder. as on every Crusader nothing to write home about
song on the LP is a gentle tune
album. shines. His tasty
The second song, "Honky appropriately named "Sweet
saxophone is omnipresent on Tonk Struttin." is the same as Gentle Love." It's a mello-.v
the album and almost saves the second song on side two. instrumental. v.rith some nice
"Last Call." Both have Felder bass work from Alphonso
even the most boring songs.
Hooper's drums and Sample's on bass and they both sound the Johnson, and a pleasant way to
kevboards are the artists' laid same. 1!1 fact. they sound a lot end an agreeable album.
back best. In addition. the like former Crusaders' Wl 1·k
"Rhal')S()dy and Blues." like
guitar and bass work i!l handled and it is Felder's sax that sa\es all Crm'lder albums. may not
throughout the album by some "Last Call" from total sell the millions that some
As
for
the groups co. But. the disc should
talented guest like Phil Up- anonymity.
be considered a typical offering
church. Larry Carlton and other,"Honky What~"
But
forget
the
second
song
from the talented trio. If you
,\lphonso Johnson. Felder. who
plays bass on two songs. should and enjoy the best cut on the love the Crusaders, you'll love
ha\'e left the bass to the guests. album, "Elegant Evening," "Rhapsody and Blues."
for the two tunes which he is the whose title i.; descriptive of the
bass man for are among the mood set by this slow-building 1 ,\lbum courtny of Plaza
winner. Sophistication per- R.-cords.)
worst on the LP.

GReview~ ~ ~ :

FARMER'S MARKET~~~
of Carbondale
Located Rt. 51 & Grand Ave.
near SIU overpass.
Fresh produce & baked
goods weekly.

SATURDAY
1:00am-12noon

~
~

,:y

Plenty of Free parking
across railroad tracks

\;II
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Phillips' go-nuts drumming. Johnson sounds Beck-like
here, with mean guitar licks.
Another nice guitar cut is
"Underestimation," which
features a jlreat, screaming,
searing solo. Phillips again
plays the heavy-duty beat. and
with Clarke doing his unique
string-grabbing bass work. the
song cooks. Corea on Moog
doesn't hurt. either.
"Rocks" is an interesting
collection of diverse music. with
Clarke again surrounding
himself
with
talented
musicians. w.1ile side two
contains two nothing songs. the
rest of the album is definitely
worth hearing.
1Album courtesy

Murdale Shopping Center
Open 7 Days A Week CMon-Sot 11-9. Sun 12-7)
549-2231 CARRY-OUT OR EAT-IN

20 SPECIALS EVERY DAY
Few_..~"- of cooldng pleaM refer

to our r . .ular ,_nu

S2.59u.cu

SJ.!5JACH
No.;.
Fried Rice. 2 Tempuro Shrimp$,
and Almond Cook1e
No.2Sie<li!EdRicew Gravy. Egg
Roll. ond Egg Drop Soup

Records)
No.3·
---eggiioll. Fried Rice. and Egg
Drop Soup
No.4~oil, Chicken Corn Soup.
and AlmOf\d Cookie
No.5----eggioll. 2 Fried Won tons.
Fried Rice and Almond
·

No. 11

l!_oj_
Sweel & Sour Pork Fned Rtcc.
and Egg Roll
Nc.. 7 ·
& Sour Chicken. Froed Roce.
and Egg Roll
No.8~ & Sour Slvunp Froed RICe
and Egg Roll
No.9-o;,:;ese Fned Ch.cken Fried
Rice. and Egg Roll

---s.:;;;,

No. 10
-,;o;kspare R1bs. Fned Ric~. and
Pork Bun

Tempura ShP·••P· Fned R•ce. Pork Bun. Chtcken Corn Soup, an

~ndCook•e
No. 12. Pork Egg Foo Young. Sleomed Rice. Egg Roll Ch•cken Corn Sour
and Almond Cook•e

_

.

N?. 13. Sweet & Sour Pork. Steamed Rice. Pork Bun. Ch1cken Corn Soup.

---o;;d'Atmond Cook•e
No. 14. Chinese Froed Chi,.ken. Pork Bun. Froed Rtce. (I-ucken Corn Soup.
--c;;;dAtmond Cookie
.
~1~:_Porl< Spore Ribs. Egg Roll. Fried Ric.:>. Chicken Com Soup and Alrnord Cookoe

'FISH SANDWIC
Try one with soup
or salad and fries.
~1~
•
~~ .

r~~ ~ (~~~.··

-(~«f

~~
1010E. MAIN

'

.

:QJ;;J)Ij-tJ-Jj'JlJt~~
, _ ca."l
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Available
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Clarke's album moves
from fusion to rock
•Continued from Page Uil
doesn't belong on the album,
and is boring.
Another low spot is the
t\-plcal. all-to-sentimental love
song. "You-Me Together."
wmplt>te with massive string
~tton. Though Marcy Levy
has a heautiful voice. the tune is
too l'ommon. Lynes like "Youme together until the end. I'll be
\our lover. And your best
in•·nd." contribute to the hohum nothingness of this tune.
W1thout the nice "Story of Man
and Woman," side two:-. with the
t~o above sor.gs, would be a
real dra~.
The instrumer.tal "All Hell
BrokE' Loose." is a strong,
aggressive number. especially

'

FOR PARTIES OF 2 OR MOJfE···~

lneap9!!11• anti pppvlar
Egg Foo Young ( 1 patty) Steamed Ric
Pork-$1.79, Chicken-$1.95
Beef·$1.95, Shnmp-$2.19
Chinese Fried pucken 3 p<s. $1.95

Dreani tick.et doubted bY some
DETROIT tAPl-In the heat
of the Republican Conventton
floor. few questiond that 1t was
a ·'dream ticket." Ronald
Reagan for president and
Gerald R. Ford for vice
president. a ticket that would
assure victorv over .Jimmv
·
Carter in Jliovember.
Or would it"
Gov. William Milliken "'
:\lichigan. a leading Republkan
liberal. had no doubts. :\either
did Sen. Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina. a leading
conservative.

'News 'I4nalysis

tgomery. former California
GOP chairman. "Ford will
alwavs be 'President Ford.' It
would be like Reagan going
back in the movies with F.:rrol
Flvnn. He'd be number t\\o, no
matter what the billing ...
And the protocol probler~s
would have foreshadowed far
greater difficulties.
Despite the declarations of
unity. Reagan and Ford
inevitablv would have seemed
Yet. the political mix might to be running against each other
have proven as tenuous as the as much as against the
notion that a former president Democratic incumbent.
The Panama Canal treaties, a
could be sa 'isfied with a
subordinate role in someone major issue in the 1976 GOP
primaries in which Reagan and
else's admimstration.
Ford ran against each other.
Imagme a campaign in which would have been resurrected.
the presidential candidate is So would Ford's assessment in
addressed as · governor." and his memoirs. "A Time to Heal."
~·~~e f!re:s~~!~~-~! candidate that Reagan had a penchant for
"offering simplistic solutions to
"It would never have !lideously complex problems."
worked." said Mike MonReducing it further, the well-

known fact among politicians is
that Ford and Reagan don't like
each other.
That wouldn't matter much if
their rol~ were clearly defined.
On the Reagan-Bush ticket,
no one questions that George
Bush is No. 2, that Reagan is the
boss.
"One man has got to be boss,'·
said Sen. Jacob Javits of !'liew
York, Wednesday night. when
he was one of the few delegates
to express "grave concern"
about a Reagan-Ford ticket.
Former president's don't take
well to biting their tongues and
forgetting differences.
One of the major arguments
used in favor of persuading
Ford to join the tickets was
public opinion polls saying Ford
was the only vice presidential
candidate who increased the
Republican ticket's standing
against President Carter and
Vice President Walter F.
Mondale.
Even that benefit may be
attributable more to the esteem

As Usual
We have
the UnusuaL.

all presidents enjoy once they
leave office. Ex-presidents
always seem to look better to
~~ ~~j~f:~~f.'e than they
~
To listen to the talk on the ~
GlftShop
convention floor about the
N. foner Hall M·f 10-4
dream ticket. one might have
thought Ford had won in 1976.

~IT\AOA

t:5

~m

Personally designed
wedding rings for ''you''

A llan~Stuck
529-2341

Selective Service officials expect
98 percent compliance with sign-ttp
SPRI!'IiGFIELD
I API Charles Hershe\· doesn't !'ave a
draft card to bUm. But the 111·
,-ear-old said Thursdav he
doesn't want one. and foined
young men in other l' .S. cities
who announced they'd rather go
to prison than register for a
draft.
Hershev. \\ho turns 19 on Aug.
4. encour ;iged other men born in
1960 and 1961 to refuse to
re!{ister with the Selective
Service wh£:1 the nationwide
draft sign-up beg:".£ next week.
"If there were a war. l would
still refuse inductiGn because I
don't think this countrv should
have a draft." he said~
Hershev said a few of his
contempOraries have disagreed
with his decision. But he said he
IS "not getting paranoid" about
the possibility of going to prison
for his belief.
Failure to register could draw
a penalty of up to five years in
prtson and a $10.000 fme Encouraging othen. not to register
could result in the same
penalty.
Selecti\·t> Service officials sav
they anticipate about 98 percent

compliance

with
the
order by the approximately 4 million young
men affected. Even at the
height of anti-Vietnam War
activity. they said registration
remained well above 90 percent
nationwide.
Registration is the first step
toward a draft. said Hershey.
He said war. and government's
conscription of men to fight one,
is wrong.
Hershey in the fall is to return
to the California Institute of
rechnology. at Pasadena. as a
sophomore
in
electrical
engineering.
President
Carter's
At
request. Congress this year
reinstated compulsory draft
registration, ordering 19-and 26year-old men to sign up at post
offices between July 21 and
Aug. 1 There is no draft at this
time. and Congress would have
to act to begin one.
"I am not saying I would not
support our country (by not
registering for a draftl." he
sa1d. "I would not support our
country by killing other
people.''
reg~stratton

Two men announced at
Chicago they also would refuse
to sign up for the draft. They
said their actions were part of a
nationwide effort by the
National Resistance Committee, formed in San Fran·
cisco in February .
Young men in at least 20 cities
across the United States announced similar decisions
Thursday, the new anti-war
group said. Alex Reeves, a
leader of the effort, said in
Washington, D.C .. that the
committee had 7,000 cards from
youths pledging to refuse to
register.

Upward Bound
to hold ceremon)·
The SIU Upward Bound
program will be hosting an
awards ceremony for students.
staff, and volunteers associated
with the program. according to
John Holmes, l"pward Bound
program director.
The ceremony will be held on
July 20
at 2 p.m.
in
Gnnnell Hall.

"I will buy or trade
for scrap gold and silver."

213 S. Illinois

GCARRIES;@
This Weekend

POWDER
BLUE
Open

Old Rt. 13

FRI. & SAT.

near

9pm.-4am.

Murphysboro

West Roads
"The ALL IN ONE Store"
Murdale Shopping C~nter • Carbondale • 529-1221

SALE GOOD July 18-July 20

HAMM'S

~$299
'l

12 pak 12 oz. cons

MILLER'S
$399
12pk 12oz NR's

BUSCH

WIEDEMANN
$299
$199

The sun's energy os free
You can use otto heat water lor your~- Use ot also tor !he thousands o1 gallons ol hot water you need lor laondl'/. dishes. and cteanmg
A Daystar SQiarl water healing system os eltectrve, rehable. and e.
anractove
Ta'<e a Shower. on !he sun Gel free •nlormabon tOday. And don't forget
to <>Sk about federal or state solar tax credits. too•

.
.

6pok 12oz. cans
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18,

'-~

12 pok 12 oz. cans
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Solar Pro.Jucrs
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Sunverter Company
Rural Routt> One
Murphysboro. 1162966
687-3416

SolarThermal Systems
~.-
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Government says oil industry
not behind gasoline shortage
WASHINGTON <API - The
Justice Department and the
Energy Department reported
Thursday that separate investigations into last summer's
gasoline shortages uncovered
no evidenr.e that oil companies
deliberately held back fuel to
force price increases.
Gasoline shortages caused
long lines at service stations in
most parts of the country last
summer, leading President
Carter to order the two
departments to investigate oil
compary actions.
The two departments said
their investigators found the
shortages were prompted in
part by a cutoff of oil because of
the revolution in Iran, bad
wPather that slowed production
from U.S. oil fields and flaws in
the
Energy
Department
regulations
that
control
allocation of fuel.
The Justice Department.
which had been instructed to
search for possible violations of
federal antitrust laws. said in
tts report that it found none. The

:~.~~~~e ~ero':~3ddidt~!~ e!~~
warrant further investigation.

The Energy Department.
however, indicated one of the
reasons for the gasoline shortage was that some oil companies diverted oil that normally would have been refined
into gasoline, turning it instead
to petrochemicals.
Diversion of oil from gasoline
refineries to ~trochemicals,
used for a wtde variety of
materials including plastics, is
legal.
In a <it-tailed report of its
findings, the Justice Department said it found gasoline
supplies during the first nine
months of 1979 averaged about
463,000 barrels a day less than
predicted. The report said about
62 percent of this shortage "as
caused by reduced imports, 16
percent by reduced U.S. crude
oil production and 22 percent by
reduced refinery yields of
gasohne.
The report said the import
reductions were caw.ed largely
by the Iranian oil cutback and
that investigators found no
reason to believe that oil
companies diverted oil to other
countries or slowed down
tanker movements to the United

States.
The report blamed an
unexpected dip in U.S. oil
production on severe weather,
possible inaccuracies
in
original production forecasts
and "the impact of regulatory
uncertainty on drilling activities."
Investigators found no pattern of collusion among oil
companies,
the
Justice
Department said. The report
said the companies probably
had no real influence on the
gasoline shortage.
The Justice Department
found what it called some
"conservative" management of

~!~3!~nc~ su~yliesde~~~ra~:

~:"\~~~~-a

consumer advocate who has
charged that the oil companies
created the shortages to boost
their profits, said both reports
were "limited in scope and
unsatisfactory."
Rothschild,
director of the Energy Action
Educational Foundation. did
say, however, that the Justice
Department report "demonstrates an effort to deal
seriously with these issues.

Police arrest 46 for drug dealing
tluring crackdown in North Chicago
CHICAGO ! API-A ninemonth ivestigation into drug
dealing on the North and Northwest sides has led to the arrest
of -16 persons. Seventeen others
v;ere sought.
The U.S. Drug Enforcement
A.dministration and the narlottcs section of the Chicago
Pollee Department's Organized
Crime Unit coordinated the
investigation that led tG the
arrests.
The investigation o:"igtnally
focused on a drug-dealing
operation allegedly run at a
:'\orthwest Side stree: corner by
the Latin Disciples street gang,
then spread to four other
locations in the city.
··1 think we made a big dent
on the Latin Disciples gang,"

said Sgt. Terry McHugh of the
organized crime unit. "And
hopefully we've made a dent on
the sale of drugs in the cit!."
The arrests began Monday.
Police said they expect to have
aU 63 of those s.lllght by the end
of the week.
Among those arrested was
Jose ~no. 25, of Chicago,
who police described as the
leader of the Latin Disciples
and the boss of one of the drug
operations.
"There were at least 250 sales
a· day at Rockwell and
Potomac," McHugh said. "It
was probably the biggest street
operation yet in Chicago where
you could buy anything. Cars
would drive up and have to wait
their tum. All the parking

places would be taken. Cars
were double parked."
He said the buyers were
primarily white suburbanites.
During the investigation,
undercover policemen bought
drugs that varied in price from
a single $5 bag of marijuana to
$25,000 worth of cocaine.
McHugh said even tbe
youngest gang members those aged 8 to 12 - participated in the drug sales.
"These little kids could easily
make $50 a day," McHugh said.
"It wouldn't be uncommon for
us to stop a 1o-year-old and he'd
have $100 in his pocket."
All those arrested were being
charged with delivery of a
controlled substance.

Campus Briefs
The Saluki Swingers will SJXI>.Sor a Federation Square Dance
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Swtday at the Student Center. Local callers
-:_~~~ti~;~~~tions can be answered by calling Russ
Telpro,
a student organization for students interested in
gaining expertence with TV cameras. audio boards and other
facets of radio-television. will meet at 6 p.m. Friday in Room 1046
of the Commwtications Buildtng. Teipro will also play WIDB in
softball Saturday on the field behind Wright Triad. Questions can
be answered by calling Tim Pflaum at 529-3246.
The Coalition Against Registration and the Draft will meet at
7:30 ~.m. Swtday in the Missouri Room. Plans concerning future
actlvttles at the post offtce east of the University Mall and strategy
on how to inform young men of thetr options to regtStration will be
discussed. Questions should be directed to Patrick Canevello at
549-6642.

GActivities
Friday

Saturday

Boy'sGymnasttcsCamp.Ba.m. to5
pm., Arena
Women's Basketball Camp. 8 a.m
to 5 p.m., Arena.
Motorcycle Safety Workshop, 8
a.m .• Safety Center
Summer Piayhouse. "Luv," 8 p.m •
Umversity Theatre

National Teacher's Exam. 8 a.m. to
5 p.m .. Quigley Room 140 B.
Boy"s Gymnastics Camp. a a.m. to 5
p.m .. Arena.
Motorcycle Safety Workshop. 8
a.m .. Safety Center
Summer Playlmuse. ··Luv ... 8 p.m ..
t;niversity • heatre
Full
Gospel
Businessmen·s
Me~ting,
7
to
10
p.m ..
Renaissance Room.
SPC f"llm ... Pat Garrett and Bill}
!~ito~~·-· 7 and 9 p.m.

Se:a1fn!!~sD ~:dn;.~~~ri:: m..
School District Ftnanctal Ac·
counting Workshop. 8 a.m. to 5
p m., Ballroom A.
0

1

B~~~~~~s ~:· C .'~n::' ~afl:ry
Lounge

SPC Film. "Pat Garrett and Billy
The Ktd.'" 7 to 9 p.m .. Student
Center Auditorium

w~~~~a~~~~i!!t ~J:r:i·s ~J
Ohio Rooms.
Muslim
Student Association
Meeting . .'2:30 to 2:30 p.m ..
Mississippi Room
Muslims United Meeting. 8:30 to tO

~omoJ'.=a~~ii

to n:30 a.m ..
Ohio Room.
TKE Meeting, 6 to 10 p.m .. Missouri
Room.

Afrtcan Student Associatiot
Meeting. 3 to 7 p.m., Ballroom C

w~~~~a~~:x;!~i~ M:is ~n~

Ohio Rooms.
Alpha Phi Alpha Meeting. 9 a.m tc
f> p.m .. Misstsstppi Room.
Muslims t;mted Meeting. 8 30 to I(
p.m., Mississippi Room.
TKE M"fting, 1 to 5 p.m., Missour;
Room
Irantan
Muslim
Associatior.
Meeting, 2 to 5 p.m .. Macluna..,
Room.
Stragetic Games Society Meeting.
10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Activity Roolll!
C and D.

..
•

................................

•

lf3A\l[Jfi[J~'jfl
Billiards Parlour

PRESENTS
DAILY LUNCH
SPECIALS
1
/ ..

lb.

~-.

Jumbo .·

Ho·t
HAM &
Frank f CHEESE

Osc:lr Meyer ·"
All Beef ~

Airplane Contest (Paper)
Water Balloon Toss
Hayfind
Volleyball
Horseshoes
Music Provided by:

Me~y

Pickle I Pickle
Chips l Chips
99c I $1.49
Jack Daniels

q

Chicago Chamber Brass
Carbondale Park District Mens' Slow Pitch Softball Toumament
J.C. Field
American Legion B~~~~;~~.!_&t W~~ms Field

i: ..

754

STOP BY AND TRY OUR
NEW VIDEO GAMES!
open 10a.m.
Ladles Play

Fine Stereo Billiards FREE
.................................

MVC baseball games now for keeps
By Ed Dougherty
Sports Editer
The Missouri Valley Conference has decided to begin
conference play in baseball,
according to Saluki baseball
coach Itchy Jones. The new
conference play wiU start in the
1981 season.
To accommodate possible
financial troubles the Valley
has divided the conferences into
two geographical divisions.
The west division wiU be
comprised of Wichita State.
New Mexico State and
Creighton. The east division will
be made up of SIU. Bradley.

Indiana State and the MVC's
newest member, Illinois State.
The Redbirds will not be eligible
for the conference title until the
1982 season.
Except for Illinois State.
teams in the east division will
play each other eight times for a
total of 16 corlierence games.
Teams in the west division will
also play each other eight
times.
The divisional wiMers will
play a best two out of three
series to determine the conference's champion and NCAA
playoff representative.

Jones said the divisional play
is a good idea but it's not quite
fair. He said it is not fair to a
team that has a bad start and
loses its early conference
games and then comes on
strong at the end of the season.
Jones said determining the
conference champion by a best
two out of three series <which
includes a double-headerl is
very unfavorable.
"I would like to see a four
team playoff." Jones said.
"Baseball is kind of a funny
sport. Some of the other coaches
and I agree -it shouldn't come

down to just two teams."
Jones said the two team
playoff is just not college
baseball. And being a member
of the NCAA Baseball Committee, he should know.
The committee is the rulemaking body of college
baseball Jones said. It also
decides' the site of NCAA
Tournament games and selects
the tournament's at-large
teams.
Jones returned from the
committee's
three-day
semiannual meeting in Chicago
with no drastic changes in the

college baseball rulebook wh1ch
was completely rewritten Ia<!
year.
Jones said the committee ~~
trying to find a solution that "A ill
lead to fewer injuries that occur
during double plays. Th!.'
committee is also looking for
way to control unruly crowds
"These boys are out th!.'r•·
trving to learn," Jones sa1rl
"They shouldn l be harrassed ·
Jones said recent efforts to
curtail irate parents at httlr
league games have succeed(·d_
and should be expanded to m
elude collegiate baseball

===Sp07~==========
Lack of time playing together
hasn't hir1dered volleyball team
Bv Carol Kuowles

siaff Wriwr

The team with the most experience playing together is
said to have the greatest chance
for victory. But the coed
vollevball team that was formed "at the summer camp held
at SIU last month is still in
contention for the championship
at the
U.S.
Volleyball
Association Tournament.
The team just began practicing together for the national
tournament last weekend and
only has two more weeks to
prepare for the ~team tournament at the University of
rexas at El Paso July 31-Aug. 2.
It is one of two teams from the
Midwest that advanced from a
lourney played last week in
...isle. They finished second
Jehind a Chicago suburban
·earn.
Individual commitments
>rohibit the team from playing
:ogether more than two or three
imes a week. Each team
'llember practices individually

every day.
SIU volleyball coach Debbie
Hunter. who is the team's coach
said it is a totally new experience for her because she is
Used to coaching a women's
team and her approach to this
team has to be a little different.

~;~ ~~ ~:nins~crJ!:

7.4-foot net that the women are
used to playing with," Hunter
said. •"l'hat reduces the effectiveness our women players
can achieve."
Women are limited to being
passers and setters because the
net is just too high for them to
be effective attackers, sbe said.
Hunter said another adjustment the team bas to make
is the rule that says that one
female player must hit the ball
before it crosses the net.
Although the team has
several disadvantages working
against it. Hunter said it hasn't
affected the teams confidence
in themselves.
"The team members have aU

played on teams before and are
good at what they do," Hunter
said.
In order to limit the team's
disadvantages. Hunter said the
team is working on increasing
its
reaction
time
and
strengthening its defense.
The six-man four-woman
team will be traveling to El
Paso by car on funds earned
from the camp. Some e]nses
will have to be paid
individual team
mem ers,
Hunter added.
To save money the team wiU
be camping out instead of
staying at a motel before and

~~~er.totl!:a~:!t wi8la~
staying in a motel during the
tournament, Hunter said.
Hunter said the team has
good potential to win.
"We have a lot of good individuals and the team seems to
be coming aloog fairly well. We
just have to wait and see how
~.:ll the other teams can play
together," she sa1d.

Legion tourney to start Saturday
3y BiU Turley
'i&aff Writer

Carbondale is the No. 1 - !!ed
•n the 25th district American
_,egion Baseball Tourney which
ticks off Saturday at Williams
"ield
behind
Evergreen
rerrace.
The tournament is the
:ulmination of the American
..egion summer league that
1egan in June and ended
ecently with the Carbondale

~!~e!':n'ifh! f!~~t~~sw~:t.e:

iouble-elimination ~ournament
:nd receive a bye for the first

round. according to Bert
Newman, Carbondale team
coach.
The league is set up for
players who haven't reached
their 19th birthday, Newm:.n
said. The league is strictly for
amateurs, he said, and it's one
of the oldest amateur programs
in the United States .
The Carbondale league is
made up of teams from Carbondale, Murphysboro. Marion,
West
Frankfort,
Anna:
Freeman Spur. and DuQuion,
who is seeded second in the
tourney.

The Carbondale tourney is
one of 30 district tournaments
now starting around the state.
The wiMer here advances to
the Steeleville division tournament. which is also doubleelimination and starts July 29
The Steeleville division covers
the districts in the bottom baH
of the state, according to
Newman.
The state tournament, to be
held in Champaign Aug. 8-10, is

~i~':~~ 1~':8 e~ds ~th~~~~~~

Series in MiMesota Aug. 27-31,
Newman said.

--------~19~8~0~~~~--------·

Saluki Baskf'thall ~hedule
!'lov.29
!'lov.30
Dec.3
Dec.8
OK.IO
Dec.l3
OK.l5

Dec.20
Dec.30
Jan. 3

Tulane
Memphis State
Sienna Heights CoUege
Univ. of Charleston
tVa. I
Evansville
!'lorthem Illinois
Roosevelt
Morehead State
Valparaiso
New Mexico State

Jan. 5

Tulsa

Jan. 8
Jan.l5

Creighton
Indiana State
Wichita State
West Texas State
Bradley
Loyola of Chicago
Tuisa
Creighton
Indiana State
Wichita State
West Tnas State
Bradley
New Mexico State
Drake

Jan.l7
Jan.l9
Jan. 24

Jan.'n
Jan.29

Feb. 2
Feb. 7
1-'eb. 9
Feb.l4
Feb.l6

Feb.21
1-'eb. 28

Homt>
Homt>
Homt>
Homt>
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Awav
Hom"e
Home
Away
Away
Home

Capers to pla.Y Jit,e new foes
There are 14 rt>gular season home games and five new
schools on SIU men's 1980-81 basketball schedule. To tip off the
Z7-game season the Salukis will host the English National
team in an exhibition game on Nov. 10.
Tulane. SieMa Heights College, University of Charleston
1 \'a. J, Morehead State and Loyola of Chicago will appear on
the SIU schedule for the first time ever. Charleston, Morehead
State and SieMa Heights will be home games while the Salukis
will travel to Chicago to face Loyola and to Memphis to face
Tulane.
\\-hen SIU plays in Chicago it will be the first time the
Salukis have played in Chicago since they lost to Michigan
State in 1968. The Salukis will play Memphis State in addition
to Tulane as part of Metro-Conference doubleheader. It w1ll be
the first time SIU has faced Memphis State since 1950.
Games with Evansville. Northern Illinois, Roosevelt and
Valparaiso will make up the remaining games that are not a
member of SIU's 16-game Missouri Valley Conference
schedule.

5punky boxinp trainer fipllts to keep kids off strePt
EAST ST. LOl'IS tAP • - Pop a one-man public-relations
tiles could be retired bv now. department for the Pop Miles
ut the former welteN·eight Athletic Ciub.
oxer is still fighting.
He sa\·s he's 67. looks 50. acts
He's fighting for a building to like a kid.
ouse an athletic club to get the
Pop Miles v·-as a welterweight
rds off the street in th1s boxer who had an 18-2 record
outhern Illinois river city
earned in the rings of InThe fight doesn't surprise dianaoolis. Chicago and St.
1ose who know the trim. bald. Louis. Bad hands took their toll
earded man who has a hand in yt'ars ago. and he was forced to
early every popular sport. become a trainer. working with
~e·s a water safetv instructor.
the likes of champions Joe Louis
~urity guard. baseball pit- and Archie Moore.
hing coach. football team
"The doctor told me I was
·ainer. young men·s hoxrng hittin!{ too hard for my size."
romoter. Boy Scour leader and said :\Iiles. "and I wa~ gettmg
.ge 2t.l. Da1ly Egyptran. July 18. 1980

calcium buildup in my hands.
He said I had to quit. so I did."
The spunky Miles then
became a trainer. and vowed
that he has followed the advice
of his teacher: "Never teach a
boxer all \'OU know."
Whv? "Because he won't need
VOU am·more." he Said.
· His victories are the fodder of
fond memories. His defeats
stand out in his mind. especially
the beating he receiwd from
nine-time Indiana welterv.eight
champ fo'rankie Hughes m:my
years ago.
"He lays into me and lays nw

down. and I just kept gittin'
"I don't have time to do
back up," :\Iiles sa1d with the anything but stay in shape I've
wide grin that has won him the been trying to quit for :!0 yean..
hearts of many a ghetto-born to take some time off and visit
wouldbe champion.
my thret> grown daughters But
Miles sees boxing as a great I can't quit yet I gotta get th1s
way to get kids off the stret>ts. group into a buildm!l ... he scud
He currently uses the gym·
nasium at a local high school for
:\Iiles' athletic club has a
his traming sessions. with board of directors and a boostPr
workouts sandwiched between dub which hold rafflt's and bake
summt>r recreation activities.
sales to raise funds "I han~ got
"I don't care if a kid r11akes it somP pretty important people
as a boxer or a waterbov .. on that board. and thev·re ;11l
:\Iiles said. "I tr• to reat·h h1;, pulhng to gimme a binlchng.
SOffit.' rl'SpeCl and ~el him off Wht·n I get that building I can
thP s~reet
qw<." he said

